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Abstract 

Over the last few years, this special task of summarizing opinions has stirred tremendous interest 

amongst the NLP and Text Mining communities. The simplest form of an opinion summary is the 

result of sentiment prediction. Aspect-based summarization divides input texts into aspects, 

which are also called as features and subtopics, and generates summaries of each aspect. Today 

millions of web-users express their opinions about many topics through blogs, wikis, web, chats 

and social networks. Especially sectors such as e-commerce and e-tourism, it is very useful to 

automatically analyze the huge amount of social information available on the Web, but the 

extremely unstructured nature of these contents makes it a difficult task. One  of  the  main  

reasons for  the  lack  of  study  on  opinions  is  the  fact  that  there were little opinionated texts 

available before Web. Today millions web-users express their opinions about many topics 

through blogs, wikis, web, chats and social networks. The objective of this research is to design 

and develop aspect opinion summarization for opinionated Amharic documents. The major 

components of this work are Amharic opinions/reviews, preprocessing phase, aspect and opinion 

learner, opinion word Seed Lexicon, polarity defining  and Aspect based Amharic opinion 

summarization by graph. The Average performance of user center evaluation for our aspect 

based Amharic opinion summarization system for bootstrapping is 91.38% or 4.569 out of 5 

weigh. In system centered evaluation the semi supervised bootstrap method achieved the 

averages of positive and negative effectiveness 92% precision, 72.8% recall and 81.40% F-

measure.  Also in the naïve Bayes hotel review classification approach average performance test 

result is that 75.68% precision, 87.05% recall and 77.86% F-measure less than bootstrapping. 

Up to now there is no systems that digesting those huge amount of customer opinions given in 

Ethiopic (Amharic language) for understanding opinion holder (customers) need on a given 

domain particular entity. Therefore in this work Ethiopic (Amharic language) customer opinions 

on a hotel domain was summarize with respect to their aspects /features by graph visualization 

with the performance of above. This work will help for organization (such as hotels), individual 

(such as hotel users), government intelligence, and business intelligence. 

Keywords: Aspect opinion Summarization, Hotel aspect, Seed opinion word lexicon, bootstrap, 

naive Bayes. 
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Chapter One 

1.1 Introduction  

Over the last few years, this special task of summarizing opinions has stimulated tremendous 

interest amongst the Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Text Mining communities. 

„Opinions‟ mainly include opinionated text data such as blog/review articles, and associated 

numerical data like aspect rating is also included. While different groups have different notions 

of what an opinion summary should be, we consider any study that attempts to generate a 

concise and digestible summary of a large number of opinions as the study of Opinion 

Summarization. The simplest form of an opinion summary is the result of sentiment prediction 

(by aggregating the sentiment scores). The task of sentiment prediction or classification itself has 

been studied for many years. Beyond such summaries, the newer generation of opinion 

summaries includes structured summaries that provide a well-organized break down by 

aspects/topics, various formats of textual summaries and temporal visualization. There are many 

ways to use the mining results. One simple way is to produce a feature-based summary of 

opinions on the object [1].  The different formats of summaries complement one another by 

providing a different level of understanding. For example, sentiment prediction on reviews of a 

product can give a very general notion of what the users feel about the product. If the user needs 

more specifics, then the topic-based summaries or textual summaries may be more useful. 

Regardless of the summary formats, the goal of opinion summarization is to help users digest the 

vast availability of opinions in an easy manner. The approaches utilized to address this 

summarization task vary greatly and touch different areas of research including text clustering, 

sentiment prediction, text mining, NLP analysis, and so on. Some of these approaches rely on 

simple heuristics, while others use robust statistical models [2]. 

Aspect-based summarization divides input texts into aspects, which are also called as features 

and subtopics, and generates summaries of each aspect. For example, for the summary of „iPod‟, 

there can be aspects such as „battery life‟, „design‟, „price‟, etc. By further segmenting the input 

texts into smaller units, aspect-based summarization can show more details in a structured way. 

Aspect segmentation can be even more useful when overall opinions are different from opinions 

of each aspect because aspect-based summary can present opinion distribution of each aspect 

separately. The aspect-based approaches are very popular and have been heavily explored over 
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the last few years [1]. A standard setting for sentiment summarization assumes a set of 

documents D = {d1, d2, d3…dm} that contain opinions about some entity of interest. The goal of 

the system is to generate a summary S of that entity that is representative of the average opinion 

and speaks to its important aspects [3]. 

1.2. Major Contributions  

 

This thesis proposes a domain specific of Amharic Aspect-Opinion summarization Using 

Bootstrap as well as naive Bayes classification in Hotel Domain. This work aims to 

automatically learn extraction hotel customer opinion from linguistic analysis of opinionated 

text, taking hotel domain reviews as input. The mapping between the linguistic arguments and 

the target pattern arguments is specified automatically. The learning method and its setup are 

general enough to enable the adaptation to new domains and new tasks. 

Our system is highly scalable and adaptable with respect to new domains and relations of 

different complexity. The scalability and adaptability starts with the decision of taking the 

relation instances as seed for the bootstrapping-based learning and training data for naïve Bayes. 

The relation instances are sample of the target association pattern relations defined by the user. 

Thus, the learning process is driven by the target pattern structures. The seed opinion word‟s 

helps us identify the explicit Amharic Opinionated text. An interesting learning including an 

empirical investigation analyzes the influence of the seed opinion words on the learning 

performance, considering under specification and over specification of the seed opinion words 

and size of opinions training data set. 

1.3. Statement of the Problem 

Today millions of web-users express their opinions about many topics through blogs, wikis, web, 

chats and social networks. For sectors such as e-commerce and e-tourism, it is very useful to 

automatically analyze the huge amount of social information available on the Web, but the 

extremely unstructured nature of these contents makes it a difficult task. One of the main  

reasons for  the  lack  of  study  on  opinions  is  the  fact  that  there were little opinionated texts 

available before the World Wide Web. Before the Web, when an individual needed to make a 

decision, he/she typically asked opinions from friends and families. When an organization  

wanted  to  find  the  opinions  of  humans about  its products and services,  it  conducted opinion 
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polls, surveys, and  focus groups. However, with the Web, especially with the explosive growth 

of the user generated content on the Web in the past few years, the world has transformed [33] 

[34] [37]. This above entire situation is also parallel true to Amharic language (Ethiopic) users. 

As  online  business  is  becoming  more  and  more  popular,  the  quantity  of  reviews  toward 

products given  by customers  is growing rapidly as well. Hence it is difficult for a customer, 

seller or the producer to read all of customer reviews and then make a reasonable decision when 

she/he is facing the problem whether to purchase a certain product, use certain service or not [4]. 

Due to the availability of opinion rich documents on review sites, forums, discussion groups, 

blogs, social  networks such as Facebook, etc., there are too many opinions and reviews to be 

read which is very difficult and hence traditional opinion polls, survey, and focus group 

techniques are inadequate, time consuming and hard. So there is a need for good sampling and 

classification techniques for these reviews and opinions.  For  this  reason  many  researches  on  

opinion or sentiment analysis  have  been  done  and are being under taken for English and other 

Latin languages such as Germany, French [6] and Chinese language [40]. Therefore, this study 

investigates and aims to develop an Aspect based Amharic opinion summarization for 

opinionated Amharic texts on the hotel domain with answering and addressed the following 

research questions.  

 How we can prepare Amharic language (Ethiopic) hotel customer reviews?  

 How to learn opinion words from hotel reviews? 

 To what extent our Aspect based Amharic opinion summarization prototype is performs? 

1.4. Objective of the research 

The general and specific objectives of this study are given below: 

1.4.1. General objective 

The general objective of this research work is to design and develop aspect based Amharic 

opinion summarization using bootstrapping for opinionated Amharic hotel reviews. 

1.4.2. Specific objectives 

To achieve the above objective, the following specific objectives will be done: 
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 Review literatures in the area of opinion mining, opinion summarization, aspect based 

summarization and different approaches needed to solve it. 

  Study the nature and characteristics of Amharic language such as word structure and 

lexicon category 

 Build bootstrapping with selected seed opinion Amharic words Lexicon. 

 Collect hotel reviews for the performance evaluation. 

 Adopt Bootstrap algorithm as well as Naive Bayes classification for extraction of opinion in 

hotel domain. 

  Develop a model for Amharic Aspect opinion summarization Using Bootstrap 

  Evaluate performance of the model 

1.5. Methodology and Design of the Study 

The methodology and design of Amharic Aspect Opinion Summarization Using Bootstrap on 

Hotel Domain is described as following to achieve the objectives of this work. 

1.5.1 Literature Reviews 

Sentiment summarization and Opinion mining  related  literatures  from  different  sources  such  

as  published  papers,  journal articles and other materials are reviewed in detail to get better 

understanding of the area and to have detail knowledge on the various techniques of sentiment 

summarization specially bootstrapping. Subsequently this research work is mainly concerned 

with Amharic opinionated summarization on hotel domain, it was essential to examine the nature 

of Amharic documents that contain opinions especially in hotel domain.  

1.5.2 Design of the Study 

This Amharic Aspect Opinion Summarization Using Bootstrap on Hotel Domain work is done 

based on the idea of empirical experimental ways of research. As we describe in above section; it 

concentrated on Amharic opinion summarization by examine nature of opinion word, we design 

architecture, rule and prototype. Therefore rules and methods were proposed to identify or 

categorize Amharic opinion terms and summary them. To identify Amharic opinionated words 

and check them; it was mandatory to analyze the nature of Amharic documents that contain 

opinions. Therefore rules and methods were proposed to identify or categorize Amharic opinion 

terms given to hotel domain. The research design is depending on seed lexicon of Amharic 

opinion terms. The seed lexicon that we were built contains Amharic opinion terms has polarity 
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positive and negative. The purpose of Amharic opinionated seed word lexicon contains opinion 

terms of Amharic language terms which are domain specific only on hotel domain which also 

within specific nine hotel aspects. 

1.5.3 Collect Opinions 

Amharic opinions or dataset or also called reviews are collected manually from opinion holders 

in hotel domain. The dataset is collected from five hotels on nine aspects. The domain is selected 

by the reason that there is better availability of a number of opinion holders in this environment 

which could be volunteer to give/write their opinions about a hotel that they were use it. 

1.5.4 Amharic Opinionated Text Analysis 

In Amharic language a number of opinions are posted on different electronic media nowadays. 

To digest this huge number of user generated opinion text data and take the reasonable 

discussion making, we must be analysis Amharic opinion text. Therefore   rules and methods 

will be proposed to identify and categorize opinions on the features of the objects. We will 

consult linguistic professional for better understanding on the relationship between features and 

opinions in Amharic text and take out patterns getting from our bootstrap method.  

1.5.5. Building Bootstrap   with Seed opinion word lexicon 

Amharic opinion words Polarities are important for our Aspect-opinion summarization in hotel 

domain. Thus, the newly extracted opinion words should be assigned with polarities. We now 

propose a polarity assignment method based on the related evidence. We will prepare the seed 

opinion word lexicon having two polarity „positive‟ and „negative‟. The seed opinion word 

lexicon contains specific number up to 10 seed opinion word lexicons. See at appendix D. 

Therefore given the hotel reviews, the task is to find the hotel features and opinion words. As 

observed, the opinion words mostly appear around the features in the review sentences. They are 

highly dependent on each other. So we adopt bootstrapping method to find opinion words. We 

use selected seed opinion word lexicon for this bootstrap approach of Amharic Aspect opinion 

summarization in hotel domain. 

1.5.6 Implementation Tool 

In  order  to  achieve  our  objective,  we  used  different  environments  and  tools. We use 

NetBeans IDE 8.0.1 for implementing the algorithms and design the graphical User Interface 
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(GUI), Text Editor to process our Amharic opinionated text document, MS Word for document 

writing and jfreechart-1.0.19 jar files for the purpose of drawing opinions in graph. 

1.5.7 Evaluation Mechanism 

To evaluate our Aspect based Amharic opinion summarization; we use user centered and system 

centered performance evaluation mechanism. We evaluate by humans after giving the system for 

usage with enough distributions to them. In the system centered evaluation tool, we evaluate with 

Precision, Recall, and F-measure which are the evaluation parameters of information retrieval 

(IR), which are also used in text classifications. Precision measures the exactness of a classifier. 

Precision is the ratio of the number of reviews classified correctly to the total number of reviews 

in a given category. A high precision means less false positive, while a lower precision means 

more false positives. Recall measures the completeness or sensitivity of a classifier. A high recall 

means less false negative, while lower recall means more false negatives. There is trade-off 

between precision and recall. Greater precision decreases recall and greater recall leads to 

decreased precision. The F-measure is the harmonic mean of P and R and takes account of both 

the measures. 

1.6. Scope and Limitation of the research 

1.6.1. Scope 

Opinion summarization is a complex and recent growing [4] research discipline that requires the 

effective analysis and processing of documents. Since there are no publicly available Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) tools and other resources for Amharic language that can be 

integrated with our Aspect based Amharic opinion summarization model, the scope of our 

research work is: 

 Limited to Amharic opinion sentences. 

 We use domain specific hotel review texts that are grammatically checked and organized. 

 Develop Amharic language opinion lexicon with having polarity positive and negative 

words. 

 Extract hotel aspects that opinion is given to it and  classify opinions as positive and 

negative  

 Design summary in graphical form for up to nine hotel aspects.  
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1.6.2. Limitation 

Although certain of Amharic NLP tools have been done by some researchers, they are not 

publicly available for use. Because of this reason and time constraint, the following are 

limitations of our research work: 

 Opinion spam detection, opinion holder identification, and fake reviews detecting, aren‟t 

covered in our aspect based Amharic opinion summarization research. 

 Because of complicated nature of Ethiopic (Amharic language) expressions such as ግጥም, 

ተረት እና ምሳላ, ቅኔያዊ አነጋገር (ሰም እና ወርቅ), ቃሇ አጋኖ, and other type of Amharic expressions are 

not handling with our work. 

 Word sense disambiguate of Ethiopic (Amharic language) is not handled by this system. 

 The system can‟t be used to answer opinion summarization questions.  

1.7. Significance of the Research 

As described in [89] Due to the rapid increase of Internet, web Amharic opinion documents 

dynamically emerge which is useful for both potential customers and product manufacturers for 

prediction and decision purposes. Therefore knowing these Amharic language opinions plays an 

important role in decision making processes involving regular customers to executive managers. 

Aspect-based Opinion Summarization is one of summarization techniques which provide brief 

yet most relevant information about different features related to the target product. Hence, the 

Amharic opinion summarization model can be used for different purposes.  In general the study 

has a vast value for hotel domains by taking customer reviews on nine hotel aspects to make 

efficient and effective decision. Some of significances are: 

 Improve hotels by understanding customers like and dislike from reviews. 

 Make hotels competitive in hotel business world by taking customer opinions.  

 Aspect based Amharic opinion summary can be saving efforts and time by helping the 

hotel to find which hotel aspect will be improved. 

 Customers can get better summarized information about hotel in general or about each 

aspect of hotels  
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1.8. Thesis Organization 

The report of this thesis is organized as follow. The report is consisting six chapters with 

appropriate descriptions. Chapter one introduce statement of the problems, objective, scope, 

limitation, and significance of the study. 

Chapter two introduces an overview of opinion mining (sentiment mining) and different 

techniques used in sentiment mining researches. Moreover, the general steps in sentiment mining 

are also discussed in this chapter. Chapter three presents‟ reviews of related researches 

conducted on Aspect based opinion summarization. In this chapter, in depth reviews of 

researches done on Aspect based opinion summarization using different techniques for different 

languages is presented. Chapter four describes the general architecture of the proposed model for 

Aspect based Amharic opinion summarization model and the construction of Amharic language 

(Ethiopic) lexicon.  

Also implementation related issues to our Aspect based Amharic opinion summarization system 

are explained in this section. Chapter five presents the experimental results of the proposed 

model and evaluates the Aspect based Amharic opinion summarization model. Finally, 

recommendations and conclusions are given in the last sixth chapter. 
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Chapter Two 

Literature Review 

2.1. Introduction 

An opinion is the personal state of individuals, and as such, it represents the individual‟s ideas, 

beliefs, assessments, judgments and evaluations about a specific item/subject/topic and those 

opinions collected from individuals  have a great impact on and provide guidance for individuals, 

governments, social communities and organizations in the decision-making process [5]. An 

opinion is defined as a quintuple, (ei, aij, ooijkl, hk, tl) where ei is the name of an entity, aij is an 

aspect of ei, ooijkl is the orientation of the opinion about aspect aij of entity ei, hk is the opinion 

holder, and tl is the time when the opinion is expressed by hk [6]. The opinion orientation ooijkl 

can be positive, negative or neutral, or can be expressed with different strength/intensity levels. 

When opinion is about entity itself as a whole, bing liu use the special aspect GENERAL to 

denote entity as he point to in his survey. Opinion  mining  has  been  an  emerging  research  

field  in Computational  Linguistics,  Text  Analysis  and  Natural Language  Processing  (NLP)  

in  recent  years.  It is the computational study of people‟s opinions towards entities and their 

aspects[7], [6].  Entities usually refer to individuals, events, topics, products and organizations. 

Traditional market research methods such as interviews, surveys, and observations usually 

investigated customers‟ opinions from sample groups instead of a target consumer population. 

However, following the emergence of the internet, online communication has become a common 

channel between customer and company, and has changed markets and organizations [5], [11]. 

Aspects are attributes or components of entities. In the last few years, social media has become 

an excellent source to express and share people‟s opinion on entities and their aspects. With the 

availability of vast  opinionated  web  contents  in  the  form  of  comments, reviews,  blogs,  

tweets,  status  updates,  etc.  it  is  harder  for people  to  analyze  all  opinions  at  a  time  to  

make  good decisions. So, there is a need for effective automated systems to evaluate opinions 

and generate accurate results [8]. Two major tasks in aspect based opinion mining are aspect 

extraction and aspect sentiment classification.  Process of identifying the opinion words from the 

given sentence is called aspect extraction and categorizing the extracted opinion words into one 

of the polarity scales is called aspect sentiment classification. People express opinions either 
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implicitly (Indirect) or explicitly (Direct). Extracting implicit aspect expression is a difficult task 

since opinion words differs from people to people [8]. 

2.2. Opinion summarization 

Because of extra people post their opinions on the web; the Internet is becoming a fashionable 

and active source for people opinions these days [9]. Those opinions posted by peoples on the 

web are increasing within day to day. Therefore opinion mining, sentiment analysis and 

summarization become a serious necessity. Due to the large volume and wide range of 

opinionated text data, also there is a growing need to summarize those opinionated documents 

for decision making. In general Summarization is a way of presenting large amount of 

information using limited words still maintaining its meaning and relevancy. In the same fashion 

opinion summarization show a summary for large number of opinionated sentences [12]. Kim  

and his colleague stats that Opinion summarization can be performed at three levels of 

granularity at document level, sentence level or at aspect level [2]. For document level mining, a 

document is considered as a single entity to be observed. Similarly for sentence level mining, a 

single sentence and for aspect level mining, different aspects/features of an entity are taken into 

consideration.  

Opinion summarization, also known as sentiment summarization[10], and it can take many 

forms. The main aim of opinion summarization is to generate a sentimental summary on 

opinions in a text and it has been illustration more attention recently in NLP due to its significant 

contribution to various applications[8] [9]. From those previous studies on extracting opinion 

summaries, most of them focus on text reviews, such as product reviews[12] [13], movie reviews 

[14] [15],  hotel and restaurant review[16] [17] and aspect-based opinion mining in tourism 

products reviews[18] and few of them also on conversation [7] as well as on speech[91]. Nataliia 

discusses the most comprehensive review of available opinion summarization options by 

dividing in to two big groups: aspect-based and non-aspect based in her thesis work [19]. 

According to Nataliia; Non-aspect based opinion summarization have several types like text 

summarization, entity-based summary, basic sentiment classification and all types of 

visualization. Basic sentiment classification is about summarizing only sentiment and presenting 

it in aggregated form with polarity, percentage or polarity plus intensity. It doesn‟t suit our need 

to improve textual summarization. In contrastive summarization, which is other popular way 
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where summary consists of two parts with positive and negative opinions respectively. It suits 

well for contradictory topics with two possible points of view both having meaning to the 

summary consumer [8]. Another big opinion summarization group is Aspect-based 

summarization that is the most common type of opinion summarization and our intention is here. 

Aspect based opinion summarization is also known as subtopics or features. The goal is to 

extract sentiment for set of aspects. Bellow this we try to describe more about these two opinion 

summarizations in detail.  

2.2.1. Non Aspect based opinion summarization 

Warih Maharani et al.[20] Called traditional-based summarization which is a technique creates a 

generalized summary over any target without considering its aspects or features [21]. In Kim et 

al. [2] survey, non- aspect based opinion summarization methods are generalized into four main 

ways which are Basic Sentiment Summarization, Text Summarization, Visualization and Entity-

based summary. Basic sentiment summarization shows the overall opinion of input data set 

without identification aspects using sentiment classification prediction results. Also Kim et 

al.[2]; show that text summarization would be handled in different methods. Opinion integration, 

Contrastive Opinion Summarization, Abstractive Text Summarization, and Multi-lingual 

Opinion Summarization are text summarization methods. Visualization is useful and need to 

obtain better intuition to the summarization results. In the survey [2] finally entity based 

summary shows the entities in text and their relationships with opinion polarity annotations. In 

work [20] non aspect based opinion summarization methods are similar to text summarization 

methods by extracting the most important sentences in the document unlike aspect based opinion 

summarization below (section 2.2.2.).  

2.2.2. Aspect based opinion summarization 

One opinion from a single person is usually not sufficient for action. Then most opinion mining 

applications need to study opinions from a large number of opinion holders. Due to this reason 

some form of summary of opinions is needed.  The quintuples definitions of Opinion in section 

2.1 above provide an excellent source of information for generating both qualitative and 

quantitative summaries. A common form of summary is based on aspects[22], and is called 

aspect-based opinion summary. Aspect-based opinion summarization which is the most common 

type of opinion summarization technique [2] [8][23][24] generates summaries of opinions for the 
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main aspects of an object or entity. Objects could be services, products, organizations (e.g., a 

Smartphone), and aspects are attributes or components of them. Kim et al. [2], elaborates that 

aspects are usually arbitrary topics that are considered important in the text being summarized 

such as the battery or the screen for a Smartphone. An automatic system of aspect-based opinion 

summarization receives as input a set of opinions about an object and produces a summary that 

expresses the sentiment for some relevant aspects. Aspect based summarization is pass through 

three different steps as Kim et al. [2] discuses in their survey, which are aspect identification, 

sentiment prediction, and summary generation. Liu et al. [25] also performs these three tasks in 

customer reviews summarization. Different researchers use different approaches for aspect or 

feature summarization according to their work. As evidence Kurian N and Asokan S. [9] Opinion 

Summarization consist of five steps which are identifying the important aspects, identifying the 

opinion words, classifying the sentences containing aspects according to their polarity and   

generating the actual summary. As we point in the above the most common type of opinion 

summarization technique is aspect-based opinion summarization. It involves generating opinion 

summaries around a set of aspects or topics (also known as features) and those aspects are 

usually arbitrary topics that are considered important in the text being summarized [23]. 

Generally, aspect-based summarization is made up of three separate steps which are 

aspect/feature identification, sentiment prediction, and summary generation [2], [19], [20], [26]. 

Some approaches, however, integrate some of the three steps into a single model. So now her 

let‟s see about the three common steps bellow. 

2.2.2. 1. Aspect/Feature Identification 

Aspects identification was study for the first time by M. Hu and B. Liu [25] as stated [70]. 

Aspects or features are an opinion targets that are related to the topic under discussion. That 

means aspect are the subject of review on which user comments such as for a product like 

“mobile” its aspects would be “battery”, “display”, “camera”, etc. Extract and find important 

topics in text which will be used to summarization are the main target of this step. Feature 

extraction is to automatically identify aspects or features of products mentioned in the users‟ 

opinions. To developing automatic feature extraction hot motivations offered in past works. Due 

to two main reasons some may argue that the product features can be obtained from 

manufactures[27].  Those two causes are customers may comment on unexpected features that 

manufactures have never thought about and the terminology used by manufactures may be 
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different to the terms used by customers. Aspects are usually named entities or noun phrases 

frequently mentioned. Her taking to account that all nouns are not well be aspects [28]. Implicit 

and explicit aspects are two main types of aspects [29], [30], [31]. Explicit aspects are concepts 

that clearly denote targets in the opinionated sentence posted by users. Explicit aspects are 

occurs in the sentence. For example “The camera of this phone is good quality” here the sentence 

clearly defines about the good camera quality of phone. So “camera” is aspect of product phone. 

Implicit aspects are an aspect that can be expressed indirectly. As evidence, in the sentence “It‟s 

too large to handle” does not give a clear view that it is describing about the large size of the 

camera. 

To identify aspects Kim et al. [2] discuses two main approaches‟ which are NLP technique and  

data/text mining based approach. Minghui et al. [32] use the OpenNLP toolkit to perform 

chunking and obtain noun phrases and the Stanford NER tagger to identify named entities from 

the posts. For feature discovery in the opinion text many approaches [25], [28], [33] attempt with 

the help of NLP based techniques. POS (Part-of-speech) tagging and syntax tree parsing are very 

common starting points for feature identify. As an example, as aspects are usually noun phrases, 

still basic POS tagging allow people to find candidate aspects. Aspects also identify with parsing 

in the case of short comments [64]. Short phrases are used to express the most opinions in the 

case of short comments  like an example „well studied‟ and „excellent seller‟[2]. If parsing and 

POS tagging are well studied and many state-of-the-art parsers and taggers are known to have 

high accuracies those NLP approaches are quite effective for aspect extraction.  The weaknesses 

of these NLP techniques are the practicality and may not be sufficient in discovering all the 

features. Practically the speed of parsing or tagging is still not „efficient‟ enough for large scale 

processing and because of features are not always nouns, and often times they are not explicitly 

specified in the text, NLP techniques are may not sufficient for discovering aspects or features.   

The other method that used to identify feature or aspects is data mining technique. Minqing Hu 

and Bing Liu[25] uses association mining algorithm to identify frequent aspects (which are 

itemset) in addition to POS tagging. In this case itemsets are a set of words or a phrase that 

occurs together within in some given sentences. The weaknesses of pureNLP-based techniques 

can be compensated by frequent itemset mining as Hyun Duk Kim and his colleagues‟ indicated 

by their survey in 2011[2]. Frequent itemset mining technique is an approach that do not restricts 
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only certain types of words or phrases which can become candidate features. This approach used 

support information to determine a particular word or phrase is an aspect/feature or not. This 

approach to aspect/feature discovery shows reasonable performance especially with product 

reviews [2]. According to Minqing Hu and Bing Liu [25] customer review contain many things 

that are not directly related to product features and different customers have different stories. But 

when customers comment on product features, the words that they use meet. As a result Minqing 

Hu and Bing Liurun the association miner based on Apriori algorithm to find frequent itemsets is 

appropriate. Because those frequent itemsets are likely to be product features except some 

candidate frequent features are not generated with association mining and those unlikely features 

are removed by compactness pruning and redundancy pruning. Infrequent features are not hot 

like frequent features. These features are talked by only a small number of people having interest 

potential to some customers as well as manufacturer of the product.  

2.2.2.2. Sentiment Prediction 

After feature identified sentiment prediction is the next stage to determine the sentiment 

orientation on each aspect[2], [26] and [34]which allow for the discovery of sentiment 

orientation (positive,  negative and neutral) on the aspect/feature.  According Suganya et al.[74], 

this phase depends on a sentiment word dictionary that contains a list of positive and negative 

words (called opinion words)  which are used to match terms in the opinionated text. In addition 

special linguistic rules proposed, because of special words change the orientation like consider 

negation words “not” or “no” with handling care, since not all occurrences of such rules or words 

apparitions will always have the same meaning. Suganya and colleagues indicate that opinion 

words are basis to determine the sentence orientation, so they try resolve by developing set of 

rules. They put algorithm by applying set of linguist rules to determine the orientation of each 

word in a sentence. Edison Marrese-taylor et al.[18] and [26] also considering opinion words as a 

basis, taking into account the work of Ding et al. (2008) as inspiration, developed a set of rules to 

determine the sentence orientation. In the work of [18] and [26] they settle on aspect orientation 

rule and word orientation rules. In word rules Positive opinion words, negative opinion words, 

and neutral words will basically have a score of 1, denoting a normalized positive orientation, -1 

denoting a normalized negative orientation, and 0 denoting neutral (not opinion words) 

respectively. Negations can affect the opinion or neutral words. Then special action needed and 

Edison Marrese-taylor et al.[18] and [26] apply three rules: Negation Negative → Positive, 
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Negation Positive → Negative and Negation Neutral → Negative. Following the above rules 

now determine the final orientation of a sentence on aspect. Edison Marrese-taylor et al.[18]  

Determiner the aspect orientation rules by aggregation function. Therefore if scores for each 

opinion word and neutral word in sentences are known, score for each aspect word (awij) in 

sentence s can be find by the following equation as Edison Marrese-taylor and his colleagues set. 

     (      )  ∑
     (   )

  (        )     ………………………………..equation 2.1 

Where owj is an opinion word or neutral word in sentence s; WD(owj,awij); is the word distance 

between the aspect word awij and the opinion word owj in s. But this way is not handle 

compound aspect word. Therefore they also Edison Marrese-taylor et al.[18], set other aspect 

aggregation rule taking into consideration the score so fall the words that compose it. See the 

following. 

              (    )  ∑      (      )                                     

On the other hand Kansal and to shniwal predict the sentiment orientation by using opinion 

lexicon[35], an online dictionary, containing the collection of positive and negative opinion 

words. In this research [35] first they identify subjective words that are mostly expressed by 

adjectives and verbs in sentences. Due to this reason they extract all the adjectives and verbs 

from the tagged sentences and following form the feature opinion pair. They also map each 

opinion word to the nearest feature noun and form the pair. After forming pair (feature-opinion) 

Kansal and to shniwal find the polarity of each opinion word by lexicon. Unfortunately they face 

to other issue related to context dependent opinion words whose polarities depend on the context. 

One opinion word can have different meaning in the different domain. To predict such context 

dependent opinion word polarity Kansal and his colleague use linguistic rules like “and”, “but” 

and “however”. Using these rules they predict the polarity of opinion words before or after the 

conjunctions. In the case of "but" and "however", the polarity reverses after conjunction but in 

the case of "and", the polarity before and after the conjunction remains same. For example, 

"Picture Quality of this iPhone is excellent, but battery life is bad" and "Picture Quality of this 

iPhone is excellent and battery life is amazing" are valid sentences. They also handle phrases 

which are "but-like" structure and contain the "but" word, but do not change the orientation after 
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conjunction. As an example, "but also" in the following sentence indicate this; "I not only like 

camera of this iPhone but also its keypad". 

Kim et al. [2] in their survey on comprehensive Review of Opinion Summarization provide 

different ways of sentiment prediction methods. Rule/lexicon based, Learning-based and other 

techniques are explained. In the context of opinion summarization lexicon based sentiment 

prediction is popular [25]. Lexicon based method is relies on a sentiment word dictionary. The 

lexicon typically contains a list of positive and negative words that are used to match words in 

the opinion text. To predict opinion orientation Hu and Liu [25] proposed a simple until now 

effective method based on WordNet. They create manually a small list of seed adjectives tagged 

with positive or negative labels and this seed adjective list is domain independent where the 

lexicon is domain dependent (e.g., movies) and must be rebuilt for each new domain as they 

stated. The other sentiment prediction method is learning based in the survey [2] which 

formulate a problem as sentiment classification and incorporate may features. The above lexicon 

based method can be one of the important features for learning-based predictions.  

2.2.2.3. Summarization Methods 

To present processed results in a simple manner, summary generation is the last step. Opinion 

summary generation is handle in different methods as discuss in [2] and [21]; summary with 

timeline, aggregate rating, text selection, and statistical summary methods are most used in 

various work. Statistical Summary is common and it uses a list of aspects and results of 

sentiment prediction. In [25] Bing Liu and Minqing Hu and in [14] Nirali Makadia et al., to 

generate feature based product review summary first discover feature and assign the polarity of 

the opinionated sentence, and secondly according to the frequency appearance in the review 

features are ranked. Also statistical summary shows in graphic representation format and enables 

to users to compare opinion of several products [2] [36] [37]. It uses to understand overall 

people‟s opinion on something. But sometimes it is needed to see (read) the actual opinion 

sentences to understand specifics. To showing a complete list of sentences is not very useful due 

to large volume of opinions on even in a single topic. Text selection solve this problem by 

showing smaller pieces of text as the summary using word, phrase and sentences level 

granularities [2] [38] [20]. By combines statistical summary and text selection together aggregate 

rating opinion summary technique also proposed as well by Bing Liu as stated in [2]. Opinions 
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come from people change from time to time within a target and help to figure out what changes 

people‟s opinions. For this purpose also use timeline methods as summary.     

In [20] Warih Maharani et al. try to put two ways for summary generation in aspect based 

opinion summarization namly Text-based Opinion Summarization and Visual-based Opinion 

Summarization.  Visual-based Opinion Summarization make the summaries easier and quicker to 

read people‟s opinion than text representation via rating, value, stars, bar and other  visualization 

form [37] [20] [39]. In work [40] Opinion summary generation done with  first semantic 

relationship mining that is  selection of representative features and secondly opinion sentence 

extraction to extract the representative opinion sentences to generate an opinion summary. B. 

Cristian et al. [41] Has also different assumptions to summarize the people‟s opinion. They 

propose as best solution; find short sentences between three and eight words that can summarize 

the set of reviews as good as possible like in text summarization [42] but it is not common 

because it is clearly different from traditional text summarization by only interested in feature of 

the product that people give opinion on [12]. 

Visual representation ways of summary generation is more interesting and affects users‟ 

perceptions.  Commercial websites like TripAdvisor, Rotten Tomatoes, Amazon, Yelp, IMDb, 

and eBay present reviews product summarization within various visualization such as thumbs up/ 

thumbs down, positive and negative signs, star rating and rating meter [20]. Different 

visualization categories are available. From those visual-based summarization can categorize as 

content based and quantitative. Works [36] and [20] are focus on quantitative based rating 

visualization. With the graph representation, we can obtain people‟s overall opinions about the 

target more automatically. This format of visualization summary has been widely adopted in the 

business website world [2]. Therefore we are interesting to do Aspect based Amharic opinion 

summarization by graph to contribute for our Ethiopic (Amharic) opinions within business 

environment. 

2.3. Amharic language study 

The official language of Ethiopia is Amharic that belongs from Geez (ሌሳነ-ግእዝ as William says 

[82]). It is the second vastest semantic language next to Arabic in the world [75] [76] [77].  It is 

the official working language of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia and thus has 

official status nationwide. It is also the official or working language of several of the 
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states/regions within the federal system, including Amhara and the multi-ethnic Southern 

Nations, Nationalities and Peoples region. Outside Ethiopia, Amharic is the language of millions 

of emigrants [77]. Amharic has an estimated of over 40 million speakers [78] in (Egypt, Israel 

Sweden and Eritrea [77]) and increased through time due to it is the working language and 

Amharic is a written language with its own alphabet and written materials. So Amharic 

subjective documents on the web increases gradually as many newspaper agencies, review sites, 

forums, discussion groups, blogs  and so on, provide availability of opinion rich documents 

electronically. For different purpose as stated in (section 1.8) summarizing these opinionated 

document is needed. To do this the Amharic language different knowledge‟s are compulsory like 

word structure.  Let‟s see some of Amharic language knowledge‟s in the following sections. 

2.3.1. Amharic Word Structure 

As indicated in Mulualem work [78] Amharic shows a root-pattern morphological phenomenon 

similar to Arabic. It is morphological rich language like Arabic because of the reason of the 

nature of the language that is highly inflectional and derivational [88]. Amharic has 8 word 

classes [78] [79] which are interjection, verb, adverb, adjective, pronoun, preposition, noun, and 

conjunction in early studies like [82] [80]. But in [81] Amharic word class or POS (part of 

speech) is grouped in to five (Noun, Verb, Adverb, Adjective and Preposition) where pronouns 

and conjunctions are included under noun and preposition categories, respectively and remove 

interjection. In addition to the difficulty morphologically complex and difficult in phoneme‟s 

Amharic also challenging in writing where misspell words in different ways like use 

interchangeably the third and the sixth phonemes. Amharic writing system also (alphabet called 

“Fidel”), has 33*7 much number characters [105, 108]. It is also has 34*7 number of characters 

according to work [63]. From these characters some of the mare pronounced the same but 

symbolically different homophones.  For instance William says [82] in the present Amharic ሀ, ሐ, 

and ኸ are pronounced as „h‟ in house and are often switched in objective Amharic sentence. Tulu 

[88] also says no clear rule to use ሀ or ሐ for which word. So peoples use interchangeable for the 

same word in meaning. This is also true for subjective/opinionated Amharic sentence in the blog, 

forum, social network (Face book, tweeter, and etc.) and others user reviews. Therefore this 

situation increases the number of features going to be extracted without any benefit. Furthermore 

many ways of writing for semantically same word (e.g. the word head can be written as እራስ or 

ራስ) mainly for loan words (e.g. the word computer can be written as ኮምፒዩተር or ኮምፒውተር.) 
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 2.3.2. Amharic opinion Lexical category 

Adjectives classes of a language are identified as opinionated words by a number of researchers 

such as Bo Pang et al. [83].  Noun also the most important word class for aspect based opinion 

tasks as Tulu indicates [88]. So it is very important to deal about deferent part of speech of 

Amharic. In different work [90] usually nouns are aspects. Therefore to identify and extract 

aspect, we must analysis word POS. For example, “face recognition”, “zoom”, and “screen” are 

aspects of the product “camera” as Amani et al. indicates [90]. 

A. On the Noun:  

According early work like William [82], four considerations are known in speaking of Amharic 

noun according to their formation (termination, species), gender, number, and declension. Noun 

formation can Simple, Compound, and Augmented or Primitive or Derived [82]. Based on their 

termination Amharic noun can end in any of the six orders except first order. Tulu [88] also try 

to classify nouns in two; basic nouns (which are giving meaning by their own) and derived nouns 

(derived from verbal roots, adjectives, stems, compound words and nouns) as he mention as the 

recent work. Getahu Amare [55] also indicates that this two classes of nouns as a modern 

Amharic language word classes and we uses this word classification for our work. William [82] 

also says derived noun can be drive from particles.  Noun can be name of a place, person, thing, 

or idea.  

On the gender of the noun: Amharic nouns have two genders masculine and feminine.  The 

female is distinguished by the termination ት, ታ, and ቱ [82]. Tulu also say by affixation of the 

morpheme ኡ or -ኢት [88]. 

On the number of the noun: The number is twofold either singular or plural. When Amharic 

singular noun establish no particular forms found.  But when plural nouns form have one form, 

which is the termination ኦች och; in which that recognize in the Arabic  as William indicate  

in his Amharic Grammar [82]. Tulu [88] also indicate adding by affixation “-ኦች” can make 

plural noun form similar to William [82]. For example the plural form of noun word ቤት (house) 

is ቤቶች (houses) by adding affixation “-ኦች” at the end of word. In work [82] other form of plural 

is also present; termination with “an” or አን (e.g. ሙትሙታን), “at” or ኣት (e.g. ቅድስ  ቅድሳት), 

and irregular form (e.g. አንበሳ  አናብስት). 
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On the declension of the noun: Noun declension is very simple and uniform as William 

expressed. Nouns are inflected through four (nominative, dative, genitive, and accusative) cases 

in singular and plural. William also takes as example the singular word ቤት as nominative, የቤት 

as genitive, ሇቤት as dative, and ቤትን as accusative.  

In modern Ethiopic (Amharic) language word class are Noun, Verb, Adverb, Adjective and 

Preposition [55]. We are more interesting on both noun and adjective class of words due to 

different researches are indicating those two word class are very important for the work of 

opinion mining as well as opinion summarization.  As we discuss in the above in several work 

we observed that Nouns are taking ኦች to indicating plural form of words. But all words which 

take ኦች are not always noun. For example the word ጎበዝ, ቀጭን, and ሰነፌ are takes ኦች but they are 

differing in their position.  Nouns are classifying into two major types by Getahun [55] in 2003. 

These are primitive/basic and derived nouns. Primitive nouns are noun which are not come from 

other word. Derived nouns also come or built from noun or other word class. Examples for 

primitive and derived nouns are ቤት and ቀሇም from (“ቅኧሌኧም”) respectively. Baye [62] and 

Getahun [55] discussed this idea in detail.    

B. On the adverb: 

The most essential part of speech next to noun is adverb in Amharic language. We can identify 

from other class of words in two ways by their position in the sentence at end of it and by 

structure. They found at the end of Amharic sentences. For example in the sentence “አናት አገር 

ኢትዮጲያ ነጻነቱዋና አንዯነቱዋ እስከ መጨረሻዉ ተጠብቆ ይኑር”, the word “ይኑር” found at the end of sentence. 

Hence this word is taken as verb.  In the works Getahun [55] Baye [62] and also William [82] are 

support and describe this core part of word class in detail. Due to the reason it has less rolls for 

our work opinion related, we try to focus on the next critical needed Amharic part of speech 

word class called adjective.   

C. On the Adjectives: 

Adjectives are clarifying nouns coming before to it in the Amharic sentence structure. But all 

word coming before noun is not necessary adjective. As Getahun [55] articulated that before 

adjective words in the sentence we can add the word “በጣም” (very) and then the sentence is 

validated. For example on the phrase “ምርጥ ሰዉ” we can add the word “በጣም” and forms new 
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phrase “በጣም ምርጥ ሰዉ” which is valid. Then the word “ምርጥ” is adjective according to Getahun 

says. Also words under this class grouped into primitive/basic and derived adjectives. Basic 

adjectives are adjectives which are not constructed from other class of words such as “ዲዳ”, 

“የዋህ”, “ሞኝ”, and “ዯግ”. They are less in their number. But derived adjectives are many in their 

number and they derived from verb, noun, and adding adjective former affixes at the end of word 

[55].  This class of word is very useful for us to extract the subjective Amharic sentences.  Many 

researches indicate that adjective class of words of a language is an indication of opinionated 

sentences [88] [53].   

In general Ethiopic (Amharic) language is very challenging language due to many reasons as tulu 

[88] says. The major one is it has very complex morphology.  Amharic language is highly 

inflectional and derivational that makes morphological analysis very complex [88] [82]. 

Secondly it has many characters with having similar pronounce and some of writers wrote in 

different symbols. As tulu say one word may has different symbols not only browning words 

[88] but also one original amharic words also can represented in several character symbols. As 

evidence in Amharic language can be written as “አገር” and “ሀገር” which have the same meaning 

in both way of representation which mean country.  
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Chapter Three 
 Related Work to Opinion Summarization 

The growth of the Internet as a commerce medium, and particularly the Web 2.0 phenomenon of 

user-generated content, have resulted in the proliferation of massive numbers of product, service 

and merchant reviews. While this means that users have plenty of information on which to base 

their purchasing decisions, in practice this is often too much information for a user to absorb. To 

alleviate this information overload, research on systems that automatically aggregate and 

summarize opinions have been gaining interest [3]. With the growth of the web over the last 

decade, opinions can now be found almost everywhere blogs, social networking sites like Face 

book and Twitter News portals, E-commerce sites, etc. While these opinions are meant to be 

helpful, the vast availability of such opinions becomes overwhelming to users when there is just 

too much to digest [2]. Over the last few years, this special task of summarizing opinions has 

stirred tremendous interest amongst the Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Text Mining 

communities. „Opinions‟ mainly include opinionated text data such as blog/review articles, and 

associated numerical data like aspect rating is also included. While different groups have 

different notions of what an opinion summary should be, we consider any study that attempts to 

generate a concise and digestible summary of a large number of opinions as the study of Opinion 

Summarization [5], [12]. 

The simplest form of an opinion summary is the result of sentiment prediction (by aggregating 

the sentiment scores). The task of sentiment prediction or classification itself has been studied 

for many years. Beyond such summaries, the newer generation of opinion summaries includes 

structured summaries that provide a well-organized breakdown by aspects/topics, various 

formats of textual summaries and temporal visualization. The different formats of summaries 

complement one another by providing a different level of understanding. For example, sentiment 

prediction on reviews of a product can give a very general notion of what the users feel about the 

product. If the user needs more specifics, then the topic-based summaries or textual summaries 

may be more useful. Regardless of the summary formats, the goal of opinion summarization is to 

help users digest the vast availability of opinions in an easy manner. The approaches utilized to 

address this summarization task vary greatly and touch different areas of research including text 

clustering, sentiment prediction, text mining, NLP analysis, and so on [5]. 
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Research in the area of summarizing documents focused on proposing paradigms for extracting 

salient sentences from text and coherently organizing them to build a summary of the entire text 

[5]. The relevant works in this regard includes Paiceand Kupiec [12] the earlier works focused on 

summarizing a single document, later, researchers started to focus on summarizing multiple 

documents. Due to the characteristics of data itself, opinion summarization has different aspects 

from the classic text summarization problem. In an opinion summary, usually the polarities of 

input opinions are crucial. Sometimes, those opinions are provided with additional information 

such as rating scores. Also, the summary formats proposed by the majority of the opinion 

summarization literature are more structured in nature with the segmentation by topics and 

polarities. However, text summarization techniques[43], [5] still can be useful in opinion 

summarization when text selection and generation step. After separating input data by polarities 

and topics, classic text summarization can be used to find/generate the most representative text 

snippet from each category [5]. One of the work‟s on Aspect Based opinion Summarization is the 

work of Dim and Thin [89].   

In most case humans are rely on the customer comments and experiences of other persons before 

they make a discussion and make purchasing as discussed in [65]. This is fact in different day to 

day human activities.  Sonal [65] says the first hand experiences are generally more sought after 

rather than the seller‟s description of the product. Therefore if a system could be developed that 

gives the detailed summary of the various opinions existing online then this can greatly help the 

potential buyer and companies selling their products can also use this to track how well their 

products are being received by the users. For the benefit and efficiency use of this summarization 

it is needed to develop mechanism to generate it by considering several aspects. To opinion 

mining and summarization related works are mostly in movie reviews and product [5, 14, 25, 66, 

67, 68, and 98]. 

Ahmad works is much related to us [66] on the title Review Mining for Feature Based Opinion 

Summarization and Visualization. In this work major components of the work include 

subjectivity/objectivity analyzer, feature and opinion learner that includes rule based approach 

for feature-opinion pair extraction and anaphora resolution for feature-opinion binding, 

feasibility analyzer, sentiment analyzer, and the final task is feature based review summarization 

and visualization. The classification of objectivity/subjectivity is used to eliminate unwanted and 
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unnecessary objective sentences from further preprocessing and each sentence are tokenized into 

unigrams. Various classifiers are practiced for identify efficiency of feature determination of 

subjectivity like naïve Bayes, J48, multilayer perceptron. The next architectural component of 

this Ahmad [66] work is feature and opinion learner. This model is responsible for comprising 

feature, modifier, and opinion to extract from subjective review. Mining processing is initiated 

with statically parser and facilitated by rule base system to identify candidates. Feature-opinion 

pairs are tracking with technique inferring anaphora pronoun. The third component is feasibility 

analyzer to eliminate noisy feature-opinion pairs extracted before with different algorithm. Other 

critical task in Ahmad [66] research is sentiment analyzer that classifies sentiment or polarity 

(positive, negative, or neutral) of opinion bearing words present as a part of information 

components. To determine the sentiments of opinionated words supervised approach based on 

statistical and linguistic features for word-level sentiment classification is applied. Point wise 

Mutual Information, Mutual Information, Log Likelihood Ratio and some linguistic features 

(including negation, tf-idf and modifier for classification purpose) are considered in this task. 

The sentiment analyzer implemented in two phase training and testing. Decision Tree and 

Bagging Algorithms are implemented in WEKA due to having best performance after 

considering four (Naive Bays, Decision Tree (J48), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), and Bagging) 

classifier considered as above. Finally Ahmad employed Opinion Summarization and 

Visualization System with providing graphical representation by using bar and pie charts for 

every product feature using JSON. The system Opinion Summarization Visualization Sentiment 

interface screen shows two main rows, upper (having three panels‟ upper-left, upper-middle, and 

upper-right) and lower (having two panels lower-left and lower right). Finally in this work for a 

selected review document, the lower-right panel presents the list of extracted results that includes 

feature, modifier (if any), opinion, orientation (positive, negative, and neutral) and opinion 

indicator of the feature-opinion pair. 

Another related work is done by Chinsha TC and S. Joseph [72] with having seven main tasks in 

their proposed model. In this research first they collects restaurant reviews from the web using 

crawler that extracting review from web pages. Then after collecting restaurant reviews, pre-

processing of reviews is continue, to improve the accuracy of opinion mining process and to 

avoid the unnecessary processing overhead. Thirdly extracting aspect is going on. Aspect may be 

a single word or phrase. Since aspects are noun and noun phrase in this work they use Stanford 
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POS tagger to identify word classes. All sentence come from webpage as reviews are not express 

opinion. So it is needed to remove objective sentences for further preprocessing. This 

classification is achieved by sentiwordnet (which contains opinion words) and aspect dictionary 

(contains important aspects created earlier). After classification they try to identifying aspect 

related opinion words. To do this they [72] use POS information of a word like adjective, adverb, 

noun and verb are used for extracting the opinion words in a sentence after checking any aspect 

is present in a sentence. Next to extracting opinion words then the orientation of opinion i.e., 

polarity scores of opinion on aspect using SentiWordNet is done. Here in [72] does not consider 

the word sense disambiguate. The final seventh work is aspect based summary. Positive and 

negative scores of aspects are separately aggregated; hence they get an aggregate positive and 

negative score of aspect to generate restaurant review summary using visualizing tool. The 

scores of opinions on each aspect in all reviews can be aggregated using the formula 

Aggregate_Positive_polarity[j] = ∑i Positive_Pol i, j and Aggregate_Negative_polarity[j] = ∑i 

Negative_Pol i, j for each aspect j of the restaurant. They also evaluate their system at the end. 

The evaluation is done by measuring accuracy, precision and recall. 

Minqing Hu and Bing Liu also work „Mining and Summarizing Customer Reviews‟ [73] which 

is very connected to our work. The feature based opinion summarization system of M. Hu and B. 

Liu performs three main tasks (1) mining product features that have been commented on by 

customers; (2) identifying opinion sentences in each review and deciding whether each opinion 

sentence is positive or negative; and (3) summarizing the results having many sub-steps. The 

first sub-step is POS tagging which helps us to find opinion features. Features are usually noun 

and noun phrase [25, 66, 71, and 72] from review sentences. Therefore POS is necessary and M. 

Hu & B. Liu used the NLProcessor linguistic parser to parse each review to split text into 

sentences and to produce the part-of-speech tag for each word (whether the word is a noun, verb, 

adjective, etc.). The process also identifies simple noun and verb groups. NLProcessor generates 

XML output. Also some pre-processing of words is also performed, such as removal of stop 

words, stemming and fuzzy matching that is used to deal with word variants and misspellings. In 

the next step M. Hu and B. Liu do identify frequent features that number of people expresses 

their opinions. To do this they use association mining Apriori algorithm to find all frequent 

itemsets. An itemset is simply a set of words or a phrase that occurs together in some sentences. 

But all candidate frequent features generated by association mining are not genuine features. 
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Some unlikely features should be removed by using Compactness pruning and Redundancy 

pruning. 

The third sub step in M. Hu and B. Liu work is opinion word extraction. In this work adjectives 

are taken as opinion words. After opinion word is extracted the orientation of opinion word is 

identified which predict semantic orientation of each opinion sentence which indicates the 

direction that the word deviates from the norm for its semantic group. Unluckily, dictionaries and 

similar sources, i.e., WordNet do not include semantic orientation information for each word. To 

predict the semantic orientations of simple and yet effective method by utilizing the adjective 

synonym set and antonym set in WordNet. Due to this absence of semantic orientation, B. Liu 

and M. Hu uses new strategy a set of seed adjectives, which they know their orientations and 

then grow this set by searching in the WordNet. Infrequent feature identification is the next sub 

step employed by B. Liu and his colleague. Infrequent feature identification using opinion words 

is that it could also find nouns/noun phrases that are irrelevant to the given product. Then the 

sixth sub task is predicting the orientation of opinion words. In the case where there is the 

same number of positive and negative opinion words in the sentence, B.Liu and M. Hu predict 

the orientation using the average orientation of effective opinions or the orientation of the 

previous opinion sentence. The final task is straightforward summary generation in two steps. 

The first step is discovered feature, related opinion sentences are put into positive and negative 

categories according to the opinion sentences‟ orientations. The second step is all features are 

ranked according to the frequency of their appearances in the reviews. Feature phrases appear 

before single word features as phrases normally are more interesting to users. Other types of 

rankings are also possible. 

M. Hu and B. Liu [73] also evaluate their aspect based short summary system based on three 

perspectives effectiveness of feature extraction, opinion sentence extraction, and accuracy of 

orientation prediction of opinion sentences. They do experiments using the customer reviews of 

five electronics products: 2 digital cameras, 1 DVD player, 1 mp3 player, and 1 cellular phone. 

The reviews were collected from Amazon.com and C|net.com. The average recall and precision 

of frequent features using association mining are 0.68 and 0.56 respectively for 69 features 

identified manually.  For infrequent feature identification they achieved 0.80 Recall 0.72 

Precision. 
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Chapter Four 

Research Methods and Design 

This chapter gives a detailed description of system architecture and functional details of the 

proposed system to identify aspect-opinion pairs for Amharic Aspect Opinion Summarizing. The 

main goal of our Summarization task is to generate an aspect/feature based summarization on a 

hotel domain customer reviews. The proposed system consists of two different major functional 

components namely bootstrap and Naïve Bayes. These major functional components are 

Amharic opinions/reviews, preprocessing phase, aspect identification and opinion learner, 

Opinion word seed lexicon, Aspect-Opinion pair prediction and finally Amharic Aspect opinion 

summarization by graph visualization as illustrated bellow in figure 1.  

4.1 The proposed Architecture  

As shown in the following figure 4.1, the general architecture of the proposed system (Amharic 

Aspect Opinion Summarization) is established with different components depend on the required 

processes. The General architecture of Amharic Aspect Opinion Summarization Using Bootstrap 

and naïve Bayes on Hotel Domain system consists of different things. Let‟s discuss each 

components of the proposed system (architecture) of aspect based Amharic opinion 

summarization. 

4.1.1 Amharic Opinions (Reviews) 

Amharic Opinion (Review) component prepares the raw text for the next step that recognizes and 

extracts opinions. This step collects opinions (sentiments) or customer reviews written in 

Amharic language which had been given by a number of hotel users on different hotel aspects in 

different hotels. Our primary assumption was to collect opinionated Amharic reviews posted by 

different opinion holders, on different social networks such as Face book, blogs, tweeter, and on 

different websites about our country hotels. But finally there is no more Amharic language 

opinionated text on such media. So due to the less availability of Amharic opinion text on social 

media, we should collect manually from different opinion holders. This Amharic opinions or 

comments are following the Amharic language normal sentence structure. It does not contain 

Amharic poem (ግጥም), proverb (ምሳላያዊ አነጋገር), folklore (ተረትና ምሳላ), poetry (ቅኔያዊ አነጋገር) 

objective sentences and other Amharic language category.  
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4.1.2 Preprocessing Phase 

The preprocessing phase is the second step in the aspect based Amharic opinion summarization. 

In the preprocessing, only subjective (opinionated) sentences are submitted to a pipeline as input 

and accept it as responsibility. For our work, the pre-processing components needed are decided. 

The decided components are sentence tokenization and normalization. Here described below.                              

 

Figure 1: General Architecture of Amharic Aspect Opinion Summarization 
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Tokenization 

The input reviews or opinions are tokenizing after opinionated sentences are splitting. Inputs for 

the tokenization preprocessing are opinions/reviews sentences that are splitting for processing to 

the next activity. This tokenization action reads a sequence of characters as a string and tokenizes 

them using predefined list of delimiters such as special characters like (#, @, %, ^, &, *), new 

lines, space and punctuation marks. This tokenization is used to break down a stream of text into 

phrases, words, and symbols which will be used as meaningful elements called tokens.  

In this tokenization preprocessing sub component we are not concerning on Amharic punctuation 

marks called netela serez (ነጠሊ ሰረዝ (፣)) which is used as comma even if it play a vital role for 

extraction of text segment. Because nowadays many Amharic modern writers and posters do not 

use such punctuation mark and we do not get it more on the posted and written given Amharic 

opinions or comments. In contrast Amharic full stop ። (አራት ነጥብ) used as independent and 

identifying the sentence separation. Mostly if the Amharic opinionated sentences contain more 

than one opinion then it is separated with full stop ። (አራት ነጥብ) in most Amharic opinion or 

sentiment rich text documents. 

Normalization 

The sub component of normalization Amharic opinionated text document will be normalized to 

show similar standard. In fact in Amharic language alphabet there are redundant symbols to 

represents a single word with having different latter orthography. In Amharic language it is 

common that various Amharic characters with the same pronunciation but different symbols. For 

instance, it is common that the character „አ‟ and „ዏ‟ are used interchangeably as ‟አዲስ‟ and „ዏዲስ‟ 

to mean „new‟ and also the word ጸሀይ, ፀሀይ, ጸሃይ, ፀሃይ to mean sun. Such types of inconsistencies 

in writing Amharic words are handled by replacing character variants by a common symbol. Due 

to this reason such alphabets (“ፉዯሌ”) in Amharic ሀ, ኸ, and ሐ and ኀ should be replaced with 

common ሀ alphabets (“ፉዯሌ”). Normalization also handles short form of Amharic language 

abbreviation words which are written using period („.‟) or forward slash („/‟). For example the 

word ወይዖሮ is written as “ወ.ሮ” or “ወ/ሮ”, ዯብረ ብርሃን written as “ዯ.ብርሃን” or “ዯ/ብርሃን”¸ ዶክተር 

written as “ዶ.ር” or “ዶ/ር”, የኢዮጵያ ፋዯራሊዊ ዴሞክራሲያዊ ሪፑብሉክ written as “ኢ.ፋ.ዴ.ሪ” or “ኢ/ፋ/ዴ/ሪ” 

and so on. In the following table we indicate that the Amharic character normalization as it is 

listed. 
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Group Equivalent alphabets with different orthography Possible normalized alphabet 

a.  1. 'ሀ', 'ሁ', 'ሂ', 'ሃ', 'ሄ', 'ህ', 'ሆ' 
2. 'ሐ', 'ሑ', 'ሒ', 'ሓ', 'ሔ', 'ሕ', 'ሖ' 
3. 'ኀ', 'ኁ', 'ኂ', 'ኃ', 'ኄ', 'ኅ', 'ኆ' 'ሀ', 'ሁ', 'ሂ', 'ሃ', 'ሄ', 'ህ', 'ሆ' 

b.  1. 'አ', 'ኡ', 'ኢ', 'ኣ', 'ኤ', 'እ', 'ኦ' 
2. 'ዏ', 'ዐ', 'ዑ', 'ዒ', 'ዓ', 'ዔ', 'ዕ' 'አ', 'ኡ', 'ኢ', 'ኣ', 'ኤ', 'እ', 'ኦ' 

c.  1. 'ሰ', 'ሱ', 'ሲ', 'ሳ', 'ሴ', 'ስ', 'ሶ' 
2. 'ሠ', 'ሡ', 'ሢ', 'ሣ', 'ሤ', 'ሥ', 'ሦ' 'ሰ', 'ሱ', 'ሲ', 'ሳ', 'ሴ', 'ስ', 'ሶ' 

d.  1. 'ጸ', 'ጹ', 'ጺ', 'ጻ', 'ጼ', 'ጽ', 'ጾ' 
2. 'ፀ', 'ፁ', 'ፂ', 'ፃ', 'ፄ', 'ፅ', 'ፆ' 'ጸ', 'ጹ', 'ጺ', 'ጻ', 'ጼ', 'ጽ', 'ጾ' 

Table 1: Normalization of Amharic 

An alphabet listed in above table 4.1 which are classifies in similar group has similar sound in 

our Amharic opinionated text or corpus. If the opinion/sentiment/comment/reviews contains such 

those characters then our system “Amharic aspect opinion summarization using bootstrap on 

hotel domain” replace into one normalized character as shown in above. Aspect based hotel 

review summarization with semi supervised approach is follow the bootstrap mechanism. The 

bootstrap uses some seed opinions words as lexicon. The possible process that will happen in this 

approach is discussed in the following section. 

4.1.3 Aspect Identification and Opinion Learner 

In fact these two information extraction (IE) tasks are more challenged in aspect based Amharic 

opinion summarization system. After preprocess the Amharic opinionated text document aspect 

and opinion learner component of our system is applied. To learn the opinion and the aspect pair, 

the previously preprocessed Amharic opinionated text document is analyzed and generates all 

possible information components from them. After detecting aspect and opinion the prediction 

for aspect-opinion pair is handling as illustrated in the architecture figure 1. We will employ the 

Bootstrapping unsupervised method for opinion detection by using Seed word lexicon. 

4.1.3.1 Identifying Aspects 

One of the critical things in our work is extracting aspects or features or same times called 

review to summarize the user generated data. Most aspect indicating words are nouns and noun 

phrases as presenting in different work that discussed in chapter two above in section 2.2.2. 1. 

Therefore, to recognize all of the aspects in simple and complex Amharic opinionated sentence, 

defining the pattern is the effective way. As a result, the system can extract the aspects almost 

entirely even though Amharic opinionated sentences are not written in grammatical structure 

simply via observing the word matrix. See the linguistic filtering patterns how to identify a noun 

and noun phrase in implementation part (section 4.2).  
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Amharic is under- resourced language. In Ethiopian Amharic language there is no freely 

availability of „part of speech tagging‟ tool which are necessary to detect word class of the 

language. Therefore there is no way to identify and extract the aspect word class „noun‟ and 

„noun phrase‟ in easy way by using unsupervised method even if unsupervised method is 

employed in any domain and useful for all domain area. To extract aspects in our hotel domain in 

case of our system we use seed opinion word pair with which aspect. In our opinionated Amharic 

dataset we are classified with nine specific aspects. When we collect Amharic opinionated text 

from hotel customers, we cluster opinions with most known hotel aspects manually. The aspect 

is the title of opinion. Nine aspects cluster as a title in our hotel domain within the collected 

Amharic opinion text. The categorized aspects are parking (መኪና ማቆሚያ), food/drink 

(ምግብ/መጠጥ), cleaner (ፅዳት ሠራተኛ), waiters (አስተናጋጅ), swimming pool (መዋኛ ገንዳ), hotel (ሆቴሌ), 

security guard (ጥበቃ), service (አገሌግልት), and bedroom (የመኝታ ክፌሌ). Such Amharic words (like 

ሆቴሌ, ጥበቃ, አገሌግልት, አስተናጋጅ, ፅዳት ሠራተኛ, መዋኛ ገንዳ, ምግብ/መጠጥ, መኪና ማቆሚያ, and የመኝታ ክፌሌ) 

are noun and noun phrases.  

4.1.3.2. Learn opinions By Self-training  

In the extracting/learn opinions sub component extracts by learning from the hotel aspect related 

seed opinion words lexicon. Opinion words are mostly expressed by adjectives and verbs in the 

sentences from the linguistic structure to identify the opinion word. In different previous work 

trust on a manually constructed lexicon of terms which are strongly positive or negative 

regardless of context. Sometime researchers‟ neutral polarity also included. In this work we 

ignored the polarity „neutral‟ because of our system requires the summary indication of one of 

the two polarities (positive either negative) of customer reviews which are given on hotel domain 

to build seed Opwords lexicon. And also a number of researches are focusing on domain specific 

opinion mining and summarizing. Because same of customer review opinions polarity are 

different in different domains. Like ways in our work Amharic language opinion has opinionated 

words that have different polarity in different domain.  See the following example. 

Examples of opinions word having different polarity in different domain 

A. ባጠቃሊይ ውድ ምግብ አሊቸዉ፡፡ 

As we can read from the above hotel user comment, here the word „ውድ‟ (means „expensive‟ in 

English) is negative polarity in hotel domain specifically for food aspect. 
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B. አሚና ሇቤተሰቦቹዋ ዉድ ሌጅ ናት፡፡ 

Again when we see example „B‟ in the given opinionated Amharic sentence the word „ዉድ‟ is 

also indicating positive polarity of such aspects lets we say „family‟ aspect. Therefore we can say 

that opinion words are domain dependent as we can observe in the above example.  Even if the 

given opinion words have different polarities in the above two examples, the word class of „ዉድ’ 

is similar to both opinionated sentence „A‟ and opinionated sentence „B‟. For both above two 

opinionated sentences the word „ዉድ‟ is an adjective. 

Extracting or detecting opinions (also called sentiments/comments/reviews) is achieved with 

different techniques. Lexicon-based methods are the most common opinion extract methods in 

different work. Lexicon based method is popular. For employed opinion lexicon there are three 

approaches namely corpus based, dictionary based and manual approaches. For our work we use 

unsupervised Association based Bootstrapping approach. For this purpose we developed 

Amharic opinion word seed lexicon for Amharic aspect opinion summarization using bootstrap 

on hotel domain as bootstrap. See in section 4.1.4. 

These opinion words are normally for domain specific dependent for our work on hotel domain. 

Domain specific lexicon increases our system effectiveness in the domain hotel. The reason is 

that some Amharic opinion words have different polarities in different domains. For example the 

amharic opinion word “ቀዉጢ” in the opinionated sentence “ክትፍአቸዉ ቀዉጢ ነዉ”, have  positive 

polarity  in the hotel domain with respect to food/drink (“ምግብ/መጠጥ”) aspect. It means 

“ክትፍአቸዉ አሪፌ ነዉ”, or “ክትፍአቸዉ ጥሩ ነዉ” in the other Amharic language expression. Also it has 

negative polarity in other domain such as city (“ከተማ”). The possible example for this domain 

can be taking the Amharic opinion sentence “በነበረዉ የእሳተ አዯጋ የጅማ ከተማ ቀዉጢ ሆነች” .In this 

opinionated Amharic sentence the word “ቀዉጢ” has negative polarity. It means that “በነበረዉ 

የእሳተ አዯጋ የጅማ ከተማ ተረበሸ” or “በነበረዉ የእሳተ አዯጋ የጅማ ከተማ ሰሊሙ ታወከ”. So domain specific 

Amharic opinion lexicon is more suitable for our Amharic aspect opinion summarization Using 

Bootstrap system.  

In many work the word class adjectives are the main indicator of opinion words in any language. 

In Amharic language adjective can be grouping into existing “ነባር ቅፅሌ” and derived “ዉሌድ ቅፅሌ” 

as we can observe. The existing adjectives are limited in number. Example of these existing 
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adjective are such as የዋህ, ዯግ, ሞኝ, በጎ, ዲዳ, ከንቱ, and so on. But in contrast derived adjectives 

“ዉሌድ ቅፅሌ” are very much in number.  Derived adjective is constructed from root word (አምድ), 

noun (ስም), and root verb (ከግስ ስር).  From root verb (ከግስ ስር) can be made by inserting different 

vowels “አናባቢ” between root verbs (ከግስ ስር). For such type of derived adjective the possible 

example can be the opinion word adjective “ሰነፌ” constructed from root “ስ-ን - ፌ” by adding 

vowel ኧ at the beginning & pre-ending  and  at the ending & pre-ending of the opinion lexicon 

word like that “ስኧንኧፌ”. Another type of adjective is constructed by inserting two type vowels in 

the root verb. For example from root verb word “እ-ጥ-ር” with the vowel of “ኧ”, and “ኢ”  

(ኣጭጭኢር) opinion word  “አጭር” is formed. In Amharic language to build adjective from root 

verb can be inserting the Amharic vowels “እ” at the beginning and “ኡ” at the pre-ending of the 

root verb. For instance from root verb “ግ-ዝ-ፌ” the adjective word ግፌ can be formed by adding 

vowels  እ and ኡ like ግእዝኡፌ. 

Adjective also formed from noun by adding different prefixes in Amharic language. Those 

known prefixes are ኣ, ኡ, ኢታ, ኧኛ, ኣማ, ኣም, and አዊ. Table 4.2 shows examples of adjectives 

formed by adding prefixes into noun word class in Amharic. 

አምድ/ስም ቅጥያ ዉሌድ-ቅፅሌ ቅፅሌ 

ቀዳድ ኣ ቀዳድ -ኣ ቀዳዳ 

ንቅ ኡ ንቅ -ኡ ንቁ 

ሳቀ ኢታ ሳቀ -ኢታ ሳቂታ 

ሃይሌ ኧኛ ሃይሌ -ኧኛ ሃይሇኛ 

ፌሬ ኣማ ፌሬ -ኣማ ፌሬያማ 

ዉሸት ኣም ዉሸት -ኣም ዉሸታም 

ባህሌ አዊ ባህሌ -አዊ ባህሊዊ 

Table 2: Adjectives formed by adding prefixes 

4.1.3.3 Polarity Defining 

Here also the main activity is that identifying the polarity of seed opinion words lexicon with 

bootstrap approach by classifying opinions using seed opinion lexicon.  Seed Opinions word 

extracted from hotel customer reviews have word class adjectives as we discuss in the above. 

These adjectives word class of amharic language words are classified into two major polarity 

„positive‟ and „negative‟ in our system. In some research the opinion polarity also can be classify 

into negative, positive, and neutral. For our system that not so much useful to group opinions 
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into neutral. Because customers wants short summary of hotel aspects or product features in 

general. By this reason we prepare the seed opinion word lexicon having these two polarity 

„positive‟ and „negative‟. The seed opinion word lexicon contains 10 seed opinion word 

lexicons. The polarity of those 10 seed opinion word lexicon is handled by Amharic linguistic 

professional. Mr. Tesfaye Shitto is an Amharic language teacher in Amhara national region north 

shewa zone at Mekoy preparatory school. The task of identifying polarity of opinion words is 

working by him.  

4.1.4 Opinion word Seed Lexicon 

As the most important part of aspect-based opinion summary system using bootstrap in hotel 

domain, this work focuses on identifying hotel aspects and learning opinion words from amharic 

hotel customer reviews. So as we say in above section 4.1.3 with identifying opinion polarity we 

construct the opinion word seed lexicon containing positive and negative seed opinion word 

lexicon. We prepare the seed opinion word lexicon having two polarity „positive‟ and „negative‟. 

The seed opinion word lexicon contains 10 seed opinion word lexicons. See at appendix D.  

Therefore these manually picked 10 seed words by linguistic are uses for bootstrapping. 

Bootstrapping is a general agreement for improving a learner using unlabeled data. Typically, 

bootstrapping is an iterative process where labels for the unlabeled data are estimated at each 

round in the process, and the labels are then incorporated as training data into the learner.  

4.1.5 Prediction the Aspect and Opinion Pair 

After extracting the aspects/features and extracting opinion word from lexicon of Amharic 

opinion words, the relation of aspect/feature and opinion word pairing task is important to 

emphasize each of them. The pair of aspect and opinion words is realized by the co-occurrence 

of each word. In this research the hotel domain aspect and opinions given towards each aspect 

could made pair to give the summary information useful for hotel users or any customers which 

want to get basic information about hotel. First the Amharic opinionated customer reviews 

sentences are split line by line. Then the aspect or category of the hotel will be finding by title 

(„ገዔታ’) of the opinion. After the aspects are categorized, the Amharic opinionated words are 

extracted from Amharic opinions lexicon that we are constructed. In other word we can find the 

polarity of the actual given opinion words from built opinion lexicon of Amharic as we indicate 
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the above section 4.1.4. Finally count the number of categories and opinions found in the given 

customer reviews. 

Therefore it differ from lexicon based approach (dictionary based and corpus based approaches) 

which use (a dictionary that contains synonyms and antonyms of a word for dictionary based) 

and (large human annotated corpus for corpus based). Instead we can use bootstrapping or semi-

supervised learning, which needs only a very small hand-labeled training set, “10 seed words”. 

4.1.6 Aspect Based Amharic Opinion Summarization by Graph 

The summarization task is different from traditional text summarization because we only mine 

the features of the product (hotel aspects) on which the customers have expressed their opinions. 

We do not summarize the reviews by selecting a subset or rewrite some of the original sentences 

from the reviews to capture the main points as in the classic text summarization. After all the 

previous steps, we are ready to generate the final feature-based opinion summary by chart. 

Complete summary generation consists of the following steps: For each subjective sentence, 

feature and related opinion phrase are put into positive and negative categories according to the 

opinion sentences‟ orientations. Our system aims to identify aspects of a given entity (hotel 

aspects), and summarize the overall Amharic opinion orientation or polarity (from our seed 

opinion word lexicon) towards each hotel aspect. This kind of summarization is useful for hotel 

users or consumers as well as for hotels owner or business class. However, it may lose some 

detailed information, which is also important for consumers to make decisions. For example, 

hotel users may wish to get more information on suggested bedroom in detail instead of only 

summarizing which hotel bedroom classes are good or bad. 

After extracted aspects and opinion polarity from seed opinion word lexicon, then count the total 

polarity as positive and negative of opinions and aspects then summarize the polarity of opinions 

on  a given hotel aspects. The aggregated positive score and negative score of opinions (user-

generated content or collected from hotel user Amharic opinion text documents) has been used 

for generating opinion summary using visualization tool graph, which is easy to understand users 

opinion in structured form. In this Amharic Aspect Opinion Summarization Using Bootstrap 

system, we use bar chart for generating summarization of hotel users‟ opinions about different 

aspects of five hotels. 
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Appendix C describes the sample source code of Amharic Aspect Opinion Summarization 

Using Bootstrap on Hotel Domain. 

4.2 Algorithm 

4.2.1. Bootstrapping 
A. Aspect Identification  

Machine learning algorithms „learn‟ to predict outputs based on previous examples of 

relationships between input data and outputs (called training data). Also machine learning at a 

high level, that of letting large amounts of data dictate algorithms and solutions for complex 

inferential problems. Supervised machine learning requires a training data set with labeled data, 

or data with a known output value. For this work we were categorized by manual. So it is vital to 

categorize the hotel aspects for our domain to do our system aspect based Amharic opinion 

summarization by graph on the hotel domain. After preprocessing our Amharic opinionated text 

document then assign category by titles. Then titles are taken as aspects. 

Aspect Identification source code 

 

B. Bootstrapping with seed 

It is obvious that statistical approaches to information extraction and natural language processing 

tasks require vast amounts of information in order to perform acceptably and produce reliable 

results. Therefore training experimental algorithms requires huge corpora. A corpus of un 

annotated, unmarked natural language text is not often suitable for training purposes on most 

tasks; algorithms typically need their training data to be annotated in some fashion in order to be 

able to extract and learn the relevant textual features. Unfortunately, annotated corpora are in 
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short amount. Manually annotating even a small corpus is extremely time-consuming and is 

infeasible for larger corpora. Hence Bootstrapping provides an alternative to painstaking manual 

annotation. The techniques reviewed herein are all trained on un annotated corpora. The notion is 

to start with a small number of carefully chosen seeds positive (e.g., excellent) and negative 

words (e.g., bad), and then to use these words to induce sentiment polarity orientation for new 

words in a large un annotated set of texts (in our case, hotel reviews). The goal of the 

bootstrapper is to perform semi supervised information extraction.   

The opinion word learner component learns the opinions from constructed Opwords Seed 

lexicon as bootstrapping. Given the hotel reviews, the task is to find the hotel aspect and opinion 

words. As observed, the opinion words mostly appear around the Aspects in the review 

sentences. They are highly dependent on each other. So we adopt bootstrapping method using 

seed words. The bootstrapping consist of two steps the Initialization and iterate bootstrapping. 

Initialization is  A small number of hand-chosen seed information (in our case positive and 

negative keywords) for each class are applied to the entire set of unlabeled examples, resulting in 

labels for those examples matching the keywords. Iterate Bootstrapping is also Improve the 

Model and Relabeling.  

 
Figure 2: Bootstrapping algorithm for Amharic Aspect Opinion Summarization on Hotel Domain 

The algorithm is given a small seed set (10 selected Amharic positive and negative words) of 

labeled instances of each word and a much larger unlabeled corpus (hotel review). The system 

first trains an initial classifier on the seed set. Then it uses this classifier to label the unlabeled 

corpus hotel reviews. The algorithm then trains a new classifier on seed set, and iterates by 

applying the classifier to the now-smaller unlabeled seed set, extracting a new training set “seed 

set”, and so on. The process is repeated until some sufficiently low error-rate on the training set 

is reached. 

 Selecting Candidate Seeds  
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 In bootstrapping classifier the first thing is to choice a set S of seeds to try. For bootstrapping to 

work, it is crucial that this set contain a fertile seed. Seeds are chosen either at random by picking 

the top N most frequent terms of the desired class or by asking experts. None of these methods is 

quite satisfactory. The impact of seed set noise is reflects on the final performance. No general 

agreement regarding exactly how many seeds are necessary for a given task. Some researchers 

say 10 to 20 seeds are a sufficient starting set in a distributional similarity model to discover as 

many new correct instances as may ever be found. Others also say 1 or 2 instances are sufficient 

to discover thousands of instance attributes. In this work 10 seeds are selected by asking 

language expert (5 positive words and 5 negative words). See the following table. 

Positive seeds word lexicon (ጥሩ, አሪፌ, ምርጥ, ጎበዝ, ሰፉ) 

No  Hotel aspects  Amharic positive  opinion words  

1 ምግብ መጠጥ  ውሃው ጥሩ አይዯሇም 

2 አገሌግልት  ስጋቸው አሪፌ ነው 

3 መዋኛ ገንዳ ገነዳዉ  በዉነቱ ምርጥ ነዉ 

4 ፅዳት ሰራተኛ   ፅዳት ሰራተኛ ጎበዝ  ናቸዉ 

5 መኪና ማቆሚያ መኪና ማቆሚያ ሰፉ በመሆኑ ዯስ በልኛሌ 

Negative seeds word lexicon (መጥፍ, ጠባብ, አያከብሩም, ስሌቹ, ዉድ)  

No  Hotel aspects  Amharic negative  opinion words  

1 ጥበቃ መጥፍ  ጥበቃ ነዉ ያሊቸዉ ቢያሰቡበት 

2 መኝታ ክፌሌ ጠባብ ነዉ 

3 ሰራተኛ ሀኒሊንድ ሆቴሌ የሚሰሩ ፅዳት ሰራተኞች  ሰዎችን አያከብሩም 

4 አስተናጋጅ አስተናጋጆቹ በጣም ስሌቹ ናቸዉ 

5 ምግብ የምግብ ዋጋ በጣም ዉድ ነዉ 

                       Table 3: Selected seeds word 

C. Classifications of Amharic hotel review polarity  

This opinion classification identifies Orientation of an opinion on each aspect, i.e., polarity 

scores of opinion on aspect. Proposed method uses hotel review corpus for assigning 

importance scores to opinion words, which is a seed of opinion words which contains positive 

and the negative words. Suppose if a word is found in the seed lexicon and if its corresponding 

value is positive, then this opinion term is positive. Similarly, if a term is found in the seed 

lexicon and if its corresponding value is negative, then this opinion term is negative. Therefore 

the seed lexicon contains bootstrapper negative and positive words.  

D. Aspect-Based Opinion Summary for visualization   
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Aspect based opinion summary algorithm take the polarity of positive and negative and aspects 

as input and then count the total polarity as positive and negative of opinions and aspects then 

summarize the polarity of opinions based on aspects. The aggregated positive score and negative 

score of user-generated content has been used for generating summary using visualization tools, 

which is easy to understand user‟s opinion in structured form. In this study, bar chart is drawn 

for generating summary of hotel users‟ Amharic review.  

Code for bar chart draw

 

Figure 3: Draw Bar chart Codes for aspect based summarizing 
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Aspect based hotel review summarization with supervised approach is uses Naïve Bayes 

classification for hotel reviews and Aspects/features also selected by categorizing reviews. The 

possible process that will happen in this approach is discussed in the following section. 

4.2.2 Naive Bayes Classifier  

The Bayesian Classification represents a supervised machine learning method as well as 

statistical methods for classification. As a classifier it learns from training data from the 

conditional probability of each attribute given the class label. Using Bayes rule to 

compute the probability of the classes given the particular instance of the attributes, prediction of 

the class is done by identifying the class with the highest posterior probability. Computation is 

made possible by making the assumption that all attributes are conditionally independent given 

the value of the class. Naive Bayes as a standard classification method in machine learning stems 

partly because it is easy to program, its intuitive, it is fast to train and can easily deal with 

missing attributes. The Naive Bayes (NB) classifier is derived from Bayes rule.  

        (   )  
 (   )  ( )

 ( )
  , that is equivalent with           

                

         
, Where P(d) has 

no play role in selecting c. So, conditional probability of a hotel reviews is given as: - 

                   (               )  
 (               )  (        )

 (      )
. 

As described in our architecture the supervised hotel review summarization classifies reviews 

with Naive Bayes classifier and selects the possible hotel aspects/features using with chi squared. 

The possible algorithm for our supervised learning approach is show as following.  

 
Figure 4: Supervised Naive Bayes based Aspect Based Summarization 
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Feature Selection 

It is energetic to categorize the hotel aspects for hotel domain. Feature selection was identified 

by manually. For hotel feature selection we use category. The hotel reviews are grouped into title 

called (ገጽታ). Then titles are taken as aspects as stated earlier. 

 4.3. Review data collections 

As we stated in chapter one section 1.6 our domain is hotel. The main reason that we are 

choosing hotel domain is that, in hotels there is a chance to get a number of opinion holders. 

Then we can get Amharic opinions from those customers in easy way rather than other domains.  

We choose five hotels having different standard. The opinions are collected focusing on nine the 

most common hotel aspects. 

The Amharic opinion reviews (also called comments or sentiments in this work as well as in 

other work) are collected from three geographically far apart places. We were collected from five 

hotels which are allocated in three regions in Ethiopia namely Oromia national region (Boni, 

central Jimma, and honey land hotels from Jimma), Amhara national region (Chefa valley from 

kemissie) and southern nation‟s nationalities and peoples regional state (Tepi & Friwa from tepi). 

Unfortunately I was move around these three regions due to my work and family settlement. So I 

was interested to collect opinions from those different places. The chance that I was seen those 

three places (Jimma, Tepi and Kemissie) is motivate to me to collect data from these different 

environment. We were collect more than 440 sentences from a number of hotel users in 9 aspects 

which are containing around 799 reviews.  Here is below figure 4.3 presents Amharic collected 

sample of opinions given by different individuals from different hotels on a particular aspect so 

called food/beverage in Amharic (ምግብ/መጠጥ). 
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Figure 5: Sample of Amharic opinions 

Amharic opinionated text on hotel domain is collected from five hotels as we discussed above. 

This collected data is focused on nine hotel aspects. We are selected hotel aspects by considering 

the most useful and usable aspects/features in the hotel domain by our perspective in our country 

Ethiopia. The Selected aspects are beverage/food (ምግብ/መጠጥ), cleaner (ፅዳት ሠራተኛ), waiters 

(አስተናጋጅ), swimming pool (መዋኛ ገንዳ), hotel (ሆቴሌ), garden (ጥበቃ), parking (መኪና ማቆሚያ), 

service (አገሌግልት), and bedroom (የመኝታ ክፌሌ). The table blow describes the aspects and their 

proportional opinions collected from different opinion holders after discarded 100% similar 

comments to eliminate opinion sentences replica and trying to catch up different opinion 

sentences.  

S. 

No. 

Aspect Numbers of amharic opinion collected 

Positive  Negative  Total  

1 ምግብ/መጠጥ 65 75 140 

2 ፅዳት ሠራተኛ 42 80 122 

3 አስተናጋጅ 63 59 122 

4 መዋኛ ገንዳ 42 35 77 

5 ሆቴሌ 57 41 98 

6 ጥበቃ 45 35 80 

7 መኪና ማቆሚያ 26 23 49 

8 አገሌግልት 20 28 48 

9 የመኝታ ክፌሌ 33 30 63 

Total reviews  799 

                      Table 4: Aspects and their proportion number of collected opinions 
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In fact in real world situation helpful customer reviews and ratings promise many benefits in e-

commerce systems such as Amazon, Yelp, flicker, and Google Play. Standing form this point of 

view, it is also has critical usage in different standard website of any organizations and business 

environment such as our domain hotels. In early traditional fashion; the customer opinions 

manually collected from the actual required environment in tedious and boring ways for their 

discussion making commitments. Therefore this type of works can solve such avoiding of 

additional tasks and helps for both hotel customers and business owners.  
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Chapter Five 

 Experimental Results and Evaluation 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we present the experimental results of the developed aspect based Amharic 

opinion summarization system after implementation. The testing environment, evaluation, result 

and discussions are presented below her. In real world any system is developed to achieve certain 

basic functionality. These functionalities are evaluated to make sure that the systems are 

performing effectively [60]. Effectiveness refers to the extent a system fulfills its objective. So in 

our case the system „Aspect Based Amharic Opinion Summarization using bootstrap on hotel 

domain‟ by Graph visualization, the exactness of extracting relevant hotel Aspects and the 

exactness of determining polarity (positive and negative) of opinion words are evaluated. Testing 

environment, evaluation metrics such as: precision, recall and F-measure, experimental results 

and discussions are all sub topics that will be discussed in the following sub sections. 

5.2 The Research Implementation 

In this section, the „Amharic Aspect Opinion Summarization Using Bootstrap on Hotel Domain‟ 

for opinionated Amharic text document, the tools used for implementing the aspect based 

Amharic opinion summarization, the graphical user interface, the procedures to integrate the 

different components, the proposed algorithm, the input collected opinionated amharic text 

document or hotel users review and other related issues are described as shown in the next sub 

sections.  

5.2.1 Tools 

For development of our Amharic Aspect Opinion Summarization Using Bootstrap we use some 

tools.  We used different environments and tools to achieve our objectives. These are NetBeans 

IDE 8.0.1 for design the graphical User Interface (GUI) in Java class, Text Editor to process our 

Amharic opinionated text document, and jfreechart-1.0.19 library for the purpose of drawing 

opinions in graph. 

NetBeans is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) used to easily develop desktop, web 

and mobile applications mainly in Java. It also provides tools for PHP, C/C++ and HTML5 

languages. It is an open source cross-platform IDE. NetBeans IDE can run on any operating 
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system platforms that support a compatible Java Virtual Machine (JVM) since it is written in 

Java. NetBeans IDE 8.0.1 is the version and is used to implement this project. It also highlights 

source code semantically and syntactically. In the next sections, the details starting from the user 

interface for the data entry to the implementation of the aspect/Feature based Amharic Opinion 

summarization is presented. 

5.2.2 Graphical User Interface 

Our Graphical user interface is needed for help users to input Amharic opinionated reviews 

through it in the Amharic Aspect Opinion Summarization Using Bootstrap system. Users can 

post or view Amharic opinions through our User Interface that are collected from different 

opinion holders regarding about different hotels on different aspects (from five hotels namely 

Tepi & Friwa from tepi, Chefa valley from kemissie, Boni, central Jima and honey land hotels 

from Jimma in our case). We have developed graphical user interface for input the collected 

opinions or those posted Amharic opinions to our system. Graphical user interface is developed 

using java environment in order to help users send hotel user Amharic reviews via it. 

Our GUI contains four parts with developed by jPanel container. The first one is the upper left 

part of Interface that displays customer Amharic opinionated text reviews (አስታየት) with 

respecting aspects that the opinion is given on it. The second is the upper right part which 

presents browse the opinions (አስተያየቱን ይክፇቱ) from user machines or computer. Third part of 

our GIU panel3 that is free space before running our system called Amharic aspect based opinion 

summarization. After executed our system, this part of Interface is became the place that the 

result is displayed. Then the final fourth of our jPanel is operations part. In this part we are going 

to do our system main actions with three Buttons namely open file (ፊይለን ይክፇቱ), summarize in 

graph (በግራፌ አሳይ), and Clear the browsed opinion (ያጥፈ). The snapshot of our system user 

interface is indicated below before executed the main action of our system. See the following 

figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Aspect Based Amharic Opinion Summarization GUI before giving input opinions 

After browsing the Amharic opinionated text reviews or after writing opinion sentences with 

congruent to particular aspect into our Interface part one „jPanel1‟ from GUI part two „jPanel2‟, 

we can perform action taken by our system. The main action in our Aspect Based Amharic 

opinion Summarization system is that to summarize the given customer opinionated sentences in 

graphical way to view easily and useful for higher hotel manager‟s discussion making. We also 

can view the executed opinion texts and the executed result on GUI part one “jPanel1‟ and GUI 

part three „jPanel3‟ with new form as shown in the following figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Aspect Based Amharic Opinion Summarization GUI after input & execute opinions 

5.3. Testing Environment 

For testing our aspect based Amharic opinion summarization system, we use our dell laptop with 

the following specifications.  The testing has been done on Windows 7 ultimate operating system 

(OS), 2.2 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-5200U CPU, 32-bit operating system, 4GB RAM and 

having the storage capacity 931 GB hard disk size. On our dell laptop with the above description, 

we install the up-to-date JDK version „jdk1.8.0_45‟ and NetBeans 8.0.1 was installed and 

prepare for usability. We also organize the Amharic opinion lexicons for the purpose of detected 

opinions words by classification their polarity in „positive‟ and „negative‟ taking as tool. The 

collected user generated data (in our case Amharic opinionated text document which are 

collected from different five hotels namely Chefa valley, tepi & Friwa, honey land, Boni, and 

Jimma central) has been saved with UTF-8 encoding system for processing unicode Amharic 

characters by text editor. 

5.4. Evaluation Metrics 

After we implement our proposed Aspect Based Amharic opinion Summarization system, we 

also must validate and verification to check whether our system is right or not and to Check 

whether our system is the right system or not. The system evaluation criteria mainly to check the 
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performance of „Aspect Based Amharic Opinion Summarization by Graph‟ system is efficiency 

and effectiveness. The efficiency of our system is focus on Time and space complexity. And 

effectiveness of the system also for measures that the quality of classification decisions, 

including precision, recall, F1, and accuracy. Therefore to measure the effectiveness of our 

system, we use the most common evaluation techniques, which select a small sample of words 

and compare the results of the system with a human evaluator. Evaluation of our proposed 

system is made with the evaluation parameter that matches the number of collected Amharic 

opinion reviews, which are categorized in to accurately and inaccurately. We use the 

effectiveness metrics such as accuracy, precision P, recall R, F-measure F1 as we introduce in 

the above. In other word we use two evaluation strategies for our which are user-centered 

evaluation and system- centered evaluation to assess the usability of our proposed system. Let‟s 

elaborate in the following sections below. 

5.4.1. User-Centered Evaluation 

In fact for the purpose development successful and effective of our system user centered testing 

is evaluation strategy that is very useful. To evaluate our aspect based Amharic opinion 

summarization system acceptance by users, we use the interaction questionnaires. These 

questionnaires help to domain experts to make personal opinions by interacting with our 

proposed system. So this is used to evaluate the performance of our system from the user point of 

view. It can also evaluate and measure the applicability and acceptability of our aspect based 

Amharic opinion summarization system in hotels domain with the collected Amharic 

opinionated text documents (from five hotel customer reviews as we discuss in data collection 

section). We can also consider the attitude of the hotel users about our ABAOS system. 

Seven different hotel users or customers and one hotel manager or owner are conducted to the 

questionnaires that we prepare for the purpose of system user acceptance testing process. We 

were gave introduction of our system in detail how the „Aspect Based Amharic Opinion 

Summarization‟ system works, for those eight selected persons to create similar awareness 

among them. This is help to avoid the variation of knowledge between all eight evaluators about 

our system. Those eight selected persons have giving their feedback based on questionnaires that 

we prepared for purpose of measuring user satisfaction after they (eight selected evaluators) 

interacts our system having similar parameters. We prepare graphical user interface as we 
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described in chapter four. Then questionnaires are prepared based on user interface for satisfying 

hotel customers or business class. The questions also measure the user interface of our „aspect 

based amharic opinion summarization by graph‟ system in different characteristics. The major 

measure‟s by questions are to be  easy to use by customers, the system accuracy, the system time 

efficiency, attractiveness for users, adequacy, ability of problem solving, and contribution of  the 

system „aspect based amharic opinion Summarization‟. We prepare nine questionnaires‟ for our 

selected evaluators. We also determine the answer words having weighed from 1 up to 5 like the 

work of Wegderes [61]. Answer words are outstanding, Very Good, Good, Fair, and Poor with 

having weigh 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 respectively. Table 5.1 is shown the questionnaires and their 

answer by evaluators. 
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1 How do you get the user interaction with interface and easiness use of the system? 6 2    4.75 

2 Is our system aspect based amharic opinion summarization attractive or not?  6 1 1   4.625 

3 How is our system efficiency in case of time? 8     5 

4 Is the system giving the right opinion polarity classification based on aspects? 2 3 2 1  3.75 

5 Is the system indicating right chart for aspect based amharic opinion 

summarization? 

6 2    4.75 

6 How do you percentage contribution of our system? 4 4    4.5 

7 Do you get satisfaction with our new aspect based opinion summarization system? 6 2    4.75 

8 Do you think the system is important for hotel domain? 8     5 

9 Is the hotel aspects are much enough or less? 3 4 1   4 

                    Average 4.569 

Table 5: Questions and Answer for User Centered Evaluation 

Eight selected evaluators answered the above nine questions with weighed as shown in table 5.1. 

For example for question three (3), all eight evaluators agree on that the time efficiency of our 

aspect based Amharic opinion summarization system is 100% outstanding. Also for question 

four (4) one evaluator expressed as fair (12.5%), two evaluators expressed as good (25%), three 

evaluators expressed as the system is very good (37.5%), and the remaining two evaluators 

expressed as the system is as outstanding or excellent (25%) in case of give right polarity of 

opinion classification based on aspects. In general the average of user centered evaluation 
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performance for our aspect based Amharic opinion summarization system is 91.38% or 4.569 out 

of 5 weigh as we shown in table 5.1. This result is very interesting and great achievement for 

area of opinion summarization based on product aspects in general. 

5.4.2. System- Centered Evaluation 

System centered evaluation works based on reference judgment. Therefore as mulualem [78] 

says that based on the concept of relevance (i.e. given query or information need), there are 

several techniques of measures of IR performance available, such as, precision and recall, F-

measure, E-measure, MAP (Mean average precision), R-measure and so on [60]. Relevance 

judgment is usually subjective (depends upon a specific user‟s judgment), situational (relates to 

user‟s current needs), cognitive (depends on human perception and behavior), and dynamic 

(changes over time). In this our work, the three widely used techniques precision, recall, and F-

measure are used to measure the effectiveness of the IR system designed. We shall describe these 

measurements of our system effectiveness in the following section after meet the experiment 

within our system. 

5.5. Experimental Results and Discussions 

In this section, we present the results of our experiments doing for the system. We have used 

Precision, Recall, and F-measure metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of our system aspect based 

Amharic opinion summarization by graph as we wrote in the above section 5.3.2. Also these 

three metrics recall, precision, and F-measure are the major IR effectiveness evaluation metrics 

[60]. The result of experiment is also describes in this section. 

5.5.1 Experiments and Their Result 

To achieve our system correctness, we were developed system to checks functionalities of it. For 

purpose of checking functionalities of our research model, we use opinion seed lexicon in 

judging the polarity of Amharic subjective sentences. Therefore as we say in above section 5.4, 

we used Precision, Recall, and F-measure metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of our system.  

Both positive and negative ABAOS-opinion detections are evaluated by the micro-average 

precision (P), recall (R), and F-measure (F), where F= 
      

   
 [52].Therefore; 

Precision (P) is the fraction of retrieved documents that are relevant. For our domain hotel 

reviews (HR) opinion detection uses the formulas:- 
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 (                        (                   ))

 (               (          (                    )))
……….equation 5.1 

This is indicating the Amharic opinionated document classification which is (relevant|retrieved). 

             
 (                        (                   ))

 (               (           (                )))
………….……..equation 5.2 

This formulation is also indicating the Amharic opinionated document classification that was 

(retrieved|relevant). Also F-measure is a harmonic mean evaluation measurement, which 

combines both recall and precision for both opinion polarity and identifying hotel Aspects. 

          
                  

                
                           

5.5.2. Experiments  

This experiment used our built Amharic opinionated lexicon of opinion terms. This is the one of 

the task of Aspect Based Amharic opinion summarization. The experiment uses more than 440 

sentences which contain 799 opinions collected in the hotel domain. Sentences are settled with 

respective to nine hotel aspects.  The following figure depicts the result of experiment. 

 

Figure 8: Summarize results by bar graph bootstrap 

 In the experiment we gave 799 hotel customer opinions for our developed system. After testing 

the system the result of experiment for opinions detection and hotel aspects identification is 

shown as the following table 6.  
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For opinion detections: 

Our system  Domain reviews Class of 

opinion 

Precision  Recall  F-measure  

Amharic opinion 

classification 

Hotel user 

reviews 

Positive  0.8652 0.8167 0.8403 

Negative  1 0.6428 0.7826 

For aspect identification: 

For the purpose of hotel Aspect identification we use categorized by title (ገጽታ-፡) and then the 

categorized title identifies each aspects.  
Table 6: Bootstrap system centered experiment results 

Generally in the following table we also examine the Confusion Matrix of System Performance 

Testing to shows the effectiveness of the proposed model in determining polarity of opinion 

words. The result of the experiment shows all the positive and negative class of opinions 

performance of the method. 

Relevant   Non Relevant   

Retrieved   True positive (TP)   #582 False positive (FP)  #50 

Not Retrieved   False negative (FN) #217 True negative (TN)  # 0 

Table 7: Confusion matric for general system performance testing 

  Here the precision (
  

     
) of the proposed system is 0.920 is achieved for Amharic aspect 

opinion summarization. Recall (
  

     
) of the whole system is also 0.728 and F-measure 

(
                      

                
) is 0.8140. In the experiment 217 opinions (72 positive +145 negative) are not 

retrieved out of 799 given opinions. The system also retrieved 50 incorrect opinions especially 

from positive opinions.  

Comparisons between manpower and automatic aspect based opinion summarization system 

shows saving time and manpower costs. Within 30 seconds 799 opinionated reviews are 

classified by the proposed system while it takes 268 minutes. We classify the polarity and aspect 

based opinion summarization using four person. This means that the proposed system saves more 

time wasted by person to clarify manually. 
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5.5.3 Discussions about the Results 

As we seen in the above experiments; the effectiveness of our proposed system called „Aspect 

Based Amharic Opinion Summarization using bootstrap‟ on hotel domain is measured by 

visualizing the system output.  The experiments demonstrations performance the system focusing 

on two main perspectives. Hotel review (opinion) classification perspective and the other is hotel 

Aspects. The result of experiment is shown as follow by visualizing in the prototype that we 

were built.  

   

Figure 9: system centered experiment result of bootstrap approach 

As shown at table 5 in the above the experiment indicates slightly different performances 

evaluation results for positive and negative hotel reviews. In this experiment opinion 

classification for positive polarity the performance of the system is achieved 86.52% precision, 

81.67% recall, and 84.03% F-measure for determination of positive opinion word. Similarly for 

the negative opinion words the system performance is achieved 100%, 64.28%, and 78.26% for 

precision, recall, and F-measure respectively. The general effectiveness of our system for both 

positive and negative opinions (hotel reviews) together also recognized at confusing matrix at 

table 6 shown above. Here the system performance achieved 92% precision, 72.8% recall and 

81.40% F-measure which are the averages of positive and negative effectiveness.  Here also we 

can find the Accuracy of our system “Amharic Aspect opinion Summarization” using confusion 

matrix. Accuracy ( 
     

           
 ) is 0.6855 or 68.55% and it is very good result. Also the case 
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of hotel aspects/features identification is realized with categorized the title by (ገጽታ-፡). We did 

not bootstrap aspects. They identified by category. Until we differentiate with title and give the 

title ገጽታ-፡ all aspects are retrieved. The precision for both negative (100%) and positive 

(86.52%) polarity indicates that (relevant|retrieved) opinions.  Bootstrapping method has 

problems on seed selection and semantic crawl. These are weakness of bootstrap.  

5.5.4. Training Corpus preparation for Naïve Bayes Classification  

For experimental we have used hotel reviews training dataset or corpus. This set contains 440 

reviews which were tagged with polarity values positive, negative and neutral.  From more than 

440 collected hotel review sentences we were prepare training set. The training corpus contains 

309 negative, 290 positive and 91 neutral opinion training dataset. Those hotel reviews were 

annotated by human and covers 80% of collected opinionated reviews. For testing purpose we 

also use 107 opinions which are almost 20% of collected reviews. After giving the test data to 

our system using the UI as shown below the result is display with bar graph and text in table. 

 

Figure 10: UI and entering reviews for Naive Bayes 
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Performance evaluation for Naive Bayes 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed supervised (Naïve Bayes) approach, we 

find the precision, recall and F-measure for experiment. The experiment result with supervised 

learning approach is depicted below.  

 

Figure 11: Graphical representations of Naive Bayes result 

We use the following metrics to evaluate the classification performance: precision, recall, and F-

measure. The precision is the percentage of documents that are correctly classified as positive 

out of all the documents that are classified as positive, and the recall is the percentage of 

documents that are correctly classified as positive out of all the documents that are actually 

positive. The metrics of precision and recall are defined as (
  

     
) and (

  

     
) respectively 

indicate at section 5.4.1. Among those measures that attempt to combine precision and recall as 

one single measure, the F1 measure is one of the most popular, which is defined by 

(
                      

                
). 

We compute the efficiency of hotel review classification with naïve Bayes approach in the table 

below. 
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Class of opinion Precision  Recall  F-measure 

Positive  1 0.8117 0.8960 

Negative  0.4705 1 0.6399 

Neutral  0.8 0.8 0.8 

Figure 8: Naive Bayes Classification system centered experiment results 

The performance evaluation for positive hotel review is precision 100%, recall 81.17% and F-

measure 89.60a%. The negative opinion performance is also 47.05%, 100%, and 64% for 

precision, recall and F-measure respectively. Neutral opinion performance achieved 80% for all 

precision, recall and F-measure. Therefore generally average performance of test result for this 

naïve Bayes hotel review classification is that 75.68% precision, 87.05% recall and 77.86% F-

measure as we can observe from table above. Here we see less performance than bootstrapping 

approach opinion classification which score 92% precision, 72.8% recall and 81.40% F-measure. 

This is due to the reason that naïve Bayes algorithm large amount of training data set to train. 

The problems in applying supervised learning are data annotation effort for training 

examples and difficult to scale up to a large number of application domain. Therefore, some 

research using unsupervised learning to overcome this problem. In the following table we try to 

compare the previous tulu work [53] for aspect opinion summary for Amharic opinionated text 

with morphological analyzer and lexicon and our work. 

Done by  Method used  Perspective Precision  Recall  F-measure 

Tulu T. Morphological 

analyzer  

Aspect/Feature 0.875 0.3 0.43 

Opinion word 0.79 0.798 0.799 

Our  Bootstrap with 

seed words 

Aspect/Feature Identify all Aspect when title is 

categorized by (ገጽታ-፡). 

Opinion 

word 

Positive  0.8652 0.8167 0.8403 

Negative  1 0.6428 0.7826 

Average  0.9326 0.7297 0.8114 

Naïve Bayes  Opinion 

word 

Positive  1 0.8117 0.8960 

Negative  0.4705 1 0.6399 

Neutral  0.8 0.8 0.8 

Average 0.92 0.728 0.8140 

Aspect/Feature Identify all Aspect when title is 

categorized by (ገጽታ-፡). 

Table 8: comparison of our work 
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Bootstrapping method achieve slightly better result than Naïve Bayes classifier when we 

compare these two methods as shown in the above. This is why naïve Bayes algorithm always 

needs huge amount of training data to increase the performance than bootstrapping. Due to time 

consuming, tedious task and expense language expert constraints we did not prepare large 

training data. So this less training data is influence our system performance. In fact bootstrapping 

algorithm has high precision and low recall. The weakness of bootstrapping such as semantic 

creep, difficulty in knowing when to stop the iterative cycles and choosing of seeds is arguably. 
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Chapter Six 

6. Conclusion and Recommendation 

Now in this section we try to set the conclusion and recommendations of the aspect based 

Amharic opinion summarization work. The research work presented in this work is summarized 

briefly as conclusion, and the future works which would enhance performance of this aspect 

based Amharic opinion summarization system are presented as recommendations. 

6.1 Conclusion 
Nowadays a huge number of peoples give their personal opinions on different issue using several 

site, blogs, social media, forums, and others by Amharic language over of Ethiopia and around 

the world. Due to the rapid growth of Amharic language based user generated content after web 

2.0 created, free online opinions posted by different opinion holders on different domains. Up to 

now there is no systems that digesting those huge amount of customer opinions given in Ethiopic 

(Amharic language) for understanding opinion holder (customers) need on a given domain 

particular entity. Therefore in this work Ethiopic (Amharic language) customer opinions on a 

hotel domain was summarize with respect to their aspects /features by graph visualization. This 

work will help for organization (such as hotels), individual (such as hotel users), government 

intelligence, and business intelligence. Because of these reasons „Aspect Based Amharic Opinion 

Summarization‟ system is needed. 

To do this „Aspect Based Amharic Opinion Summarization Using Bootstrap‟ system we were 

extract Amharic opinion words given on hotel domain and hotel aspects. After preprocessing 

collected Ethiopic (Amharic language) hotel customer opinions from different hotels (Tepi & Friwa, 

Chefa valley, central Jimma, Boni, and honey land hotels) we were use semi supervised (bootstrap 

approach) and supervised (Naïve Bayes classification) approaches‟ for hotel reviews summary with 

respect to their Aspects/Features that are categorized by title called gestita (ገጽታ). In our research, the 

Amharic Opinion word extraction is realized from manually constructed seed lexicon of opinion 

words which are also classify in positive or negative hotel customer opinions about our domain 

„Hotel‟ at bootstrapping semi supervised approach.  In supervised Bayes approach we were 

prepared training dataset which contains positive, negative and neutral training set for classify 

hotel reviews. Aspects also extracted by categorizing amharic opinionated text documents within 

„titles‟ and those titles are considered as hotel aspects that  customer opinions or reviews was 

given towards.  After extracting aspects and opinions towards each aspect using as input, the 
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next serious work is summarizing opinions towards all aspects by counting the aggregated 

positive and negative opinion seed word lexicons for bootstrap method and training data for 

supervised Naïve Bayes method within visualization. So we use Bar chart for generating 

summary.  

After we employed our proposed system we were evaluated with performance measurements. 

We attempt user centered and system centered evaluation metrics for semi supervised bootstrap 

approach. Eight evaluators are selected to evaluate Aspect based Amharic opinion 

summarization based on customer satisfaction by distributed nine (9) questions for each 

evaluator.  For example fourth question says that, “How is our system efficiency in case of time”. 

For this question all evaluators agreed on time efficiency of the system is 100% as outstanding.  

For question “Is the system giving the right opinion polarity classification based on aspects”, the 

result of evaluation also indicates 12.5% as fair, 25% as good, 37.5% as very good and 25% as 

outstanding. Finally the user centered average evaluation performance of bootstrap approach is 

91.38% or 4.569 out of 5 weigh as we realized. Consequently the result is very interesting and 

greets achievement for such aspect based customer review summarization. We also conduct 

system centered evaluation metric for this bootstrap semi supervised method. For this purpose 

we were do experiment and measure with major information retrieval (IR) evaluation parameters 

precision, recall, and F-measure. Positive and negative polarity of hotel reviews score their own 

performance by using 799 opinions. In the experiment the system performance achieved 92% 

precision, 72.8% recall and 81.40% F-measure which are the averages of positive and negative 

effectiveness.  In the case of hotel aspects/features identification we use the category title. This 

title called gestita (ገጽታ-፡) uses to realize to retrieve all aspects without miss any more. 

We also conduct experiment for Naive Bayes supervised approach performance evaluation. Here 

we prepare train (690 opinions) and test (107 opinions) data based on 80% and 20% of collected 

hotel review respectively. The performance evaluation for positive, negative and neutral opinions 

was performed. Therefore generally average performance of test result for this naïve Bayes hotel 

review classification is that 75.68% precision, 87.05% recall and 77.86% F-measure. Hence 

less performance than bootstrapping approaches. 
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6.2. Recommendation as Future Work 

Aspect Based Opinion Summarization is very complex task which needs knowledge‟s like Part-

of Speech Tag (POS), syntactic, semantic, language grammar knowledge, information retrieve, 

information extraction, different algorithms (dictionary based, rule based, supervised, semi 

supervised, unsupervised and etc.) and other type of knowledge‟s which are complex to deal 

with. Applying these all kind of knowledge‟s needed for aspect based opinion summarization is 

labor intensive and time consuming, and as a result hard to achieve.  Therefore there are many 

things needed to improve our system efficiency and effectiveness due to the reason that Amharic 

language has not enough resourced language. The following are some of the recommendations 

we suggest to be done in the future to increase the performance of the proposed system. 

In the bootstrapping semi supervised method we were examine some problems such as „seed 

selection‟ and „semantic change‟. Choosing „seeds‟ are critical step in bootstrap. Some are chose 

frequently occurring words in their corpus and others pick up randomly or select by linguistic 

analyzer. None of these methods is quite satisfactory. The impact of seed set noise is reflects on 

the final performance. No general agreement regarding exactly how many seeds are necessary 

for a given task. Because of these reason in the future the „seed set‟ selection should be moderate 

either by using the combination linguistic expert and frequently occurring word or discovery 

other seed choice mechanisms. For supervised naive Bayes method we use less training data due 

to different constraints even if it asks huge amount of training data. Therefore the domain 

specific training data should be constructed to achieve better results by Naive Bayes algorithm.  

In the future comparative opinion mining shall be addressed to satisfy the opinion holders or 

customers. This Amharic aspect opinion summarization is focus only presenting the summary of 

customer reviews given towards to particular product aspects/features within our domain „hotel‟. 

When we evaluate this system by evaluators, they talked to us they also wants knowing best 

hotel from others. For such comparative purpose, comparative opinion summarizing should be 

studied and developed in the future. 

In this research we employed Bootstrapping and Naïve Bayes methods to classify Amharic 

opinionated text document and hotel aspects will identify by categorizing. In the upcoming it 

shall be done by other unsupervised machine learning algorithms for short best solution. To 

detect aspects categorized by titles method or approach is not good method. Because it asks the 
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data should be organize before give to the system. So this is time consuming and tedious work. 

Therefore it also needed to improve by other aspect detection methodology in the next coming 

researches. The other things to be work for the future in Ethiopic (Amharic language) opinion 

mining and summarizing must address opinion question answering and Multi lingual opinion 

mining and summarization. It also should be done for different domains like politics, tourism, 

sport, electronic device, agriculture, trade, health, education, and others burning issue for our 

country which will facilitate development of Ethiopia as I recommend.  
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Appendix  

A. Sample of Amharic Review on Hotel Domain Collected From Customer 
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B. Sample of result visualization with graph 

 For Bootstrap approach 

 
 

 For Naive Bayes Classification  
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C. Sample of source code Amharic Aspect Opinion Summarization Using Bootstrap on 

Hotel Domain  

For  GUI 
   javax.swing.GroupLayout jPanel3Layout = new javax.swing.GroupLayout(jPanel3); 
        jPanel3.setLayout(jPanel3Layout); 
        jPanel3Layout.setHorizontalGroup( 
            jPanel3Layout.createParallelGroup(javax.swing.GroupLayout.Alignment.LEADING) 
            .addComponent(jFileChooser1, javax.swing.GroupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE, 0, Short.MAX_VALUE) 
        ); 
        jPanel3Layout.setVerticalGroup( 
            jPanel3Layout.createParallelGroup(javax.swing.GroupLayout.Alignment.LEADING) 
            .addComponent(jFileChooser1, javax.swing.GroupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE, 0, Short.MAX_VALUE) 
        ); 
        jPanel4.setBorder(javax.swing.BorderFactory.createTitledBorder(null, "አስተያየቱን ይክፇቱ", 
javax.swing.border.TitledBorder.DEFAULT_JUSTIFICATION, javax.swing.border.TitledBorder.DEFAULT_POSITION, new 
java.awt.Font("Power Geez Unicode1", 3, 14))); // NOI18N 

        jPanel4.setFont(new java.awt.Font("Nyala", 1, 14)); // NOI18N 
        btnBrowse.setFont(new java.awt.Font("Power Geez Unicode1", 1, 14)); // NOI18N 
        btnBrowse.setText("ፊይለን ይክፇቱ"); 
        btnBrowse.setCursor(new java.awt.Cursor(java.awt.Cursor.HAND_CURSOR)); 
        btnBrowse.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 
            public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
                btnBrowseActionPerformed(evt); 
            }   }); 
        btnSummarize.setFont(new java.awt.Font("Power Geez Unicode1", 1, 14)); // NOI18N 
        btnSummarize.setText("በግራፌ ያሳጥሩ"); 
        btnSummarize.setCursor(new java.awt.Cursor(java.awt.Cursor.HAND_CURSOR)); 
        btnSummarize.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 
            public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
                btnSummarizeActionPerformed(evt); 
            }       }); 
        btnClear.setFont(new java.awt.Font("Power Geez Unicode1", 1, 14)); // NOI18N 
        btnClear.setText("ያጥፈ"); 
        btnClear.setCursor(new java.awt.Cursor(java.awt.Cursor.HAND_CURSOR)); 
        btnClear.addActionListener(new java.awt.event.ActionListener() { 
            public void actionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
                btnClearActionPerformed(evt); 

            }      }); 
        javax.swing.GroupLayout jPanel4Layout = new javax.swing.GroupLayout(jPanel4); 
        jPanel4.setLayout(jPanel4Layout); 
        jPanel4Layout.setHorizontalGroup( 
            jPanel4Layout.createParallelGroup(javax.swing.GroupLayout.Alignment.LEADING) 
            .addComponent(btnBrowse, javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, 513, Short.MAX_VALUE) 
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            .addComponent(btnSummarize, javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, 
Short.MAX_VALUE) 
            .addComponent(btnClear, javax.swing.GroupLayout.Alignment.TRAILING, javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, 
javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, Short.MAX_VALUE) 
        ); 
        jPanel4Layout.setVerticalGroup( 
            jPanel4Layout.createParallelGroup(javax.swing.GroupLayout.Alignment.LEADING) 
            .addGroup(jPanel4Layout.createSequentialGroup() 
                .addComponent(btnBrowse, javax.swing.GroupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE, 50, javax.swing.GroupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE) 
                .addPreferredGap(javax.swing.LayoutStyle.ComponentPlacement.RELATED) 
                .addComponent(btnSummarize, javax.swing.GroupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE, 50, javax.swing.GroupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE) 
                .addPreferredGap(javax.swing.LayoutStyle.ComponentPlacement.UNRELATED) 
                .addComponent(btnClear, javax.swing.GroupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE, 50, javax.swing.GroupLayout.PREFERRED_SIZE) 
                .addGap(0, 0, Short.MAX_VALUE)) 
        ); 
        javax.swing.GroupLayout layout = new javax.swing.GroupLayout(getContentPane()); 
        getContentPane().setLayout(layout); 
        layout.setHorizontalGroup( 
            layout.createParallelGroup(javax.swing.GroupLayout.Alignment.LEADING) 
            .addGroup(layout.createSequentialGroup() 
                .addGroup(layout.createParallelGroup(javax.swing.GroupLayout.Alignment.TRAILING, false) 
                    .addComponent(jPanel2, javax.swing.GroupLayout.Alignment.LEADING, javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, 
javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, Short.MAX_VALUE) 
                    .addComponent(jPanel1, javax.swing.GroupLayout.Alignment.LEADING, javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, 
javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, Short.MAX_VALUE)) 
                .addPreferredGap(javax.swing.LayoutStyle.ComponentPlacement.RELATED) 
                .addGroup(layout.createParallelGroup(javax.swing.GroupLayout.Alignment.LEADING) 
                    .addComponent(jPanel4, javax.swing.GroupLayout.Alignment.TRAILING, javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, 
javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, Short.MAX_VALUE) 
                    .addComponent(jPanel3, javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, 
Short.MAX_VALUE))) 
        ); 
        layout.setVerticalGroup( 
            layout.createParallelGroup(javax.swing.GroupLayout.Alignment.LEADING) 
            .addGroup(javax.swing.GroupLayout.Alignment.TRAILING, layout.createSequentialGroup() 
                .addGroup(layout.createParallelGroup(javax.swing.GroupLayout.Alignment.LEADING, false) 
                    .addComponent(jPanel1, javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, 
Short.MAX_VALUE) 
                    .addComponent(jPanel3, javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, 
Short.MAX_VALUE)) 
                .addGap(18, 18, 18) 
                .addGroup(layout.createParallelGroup(javax.swing.GroupLayout.Alignment.LEADING, false) 
                    .addComponent(jPanel2, javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, 
Short.MAX_VALUE) 
                    .addComponent(jPanel4, javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, 
Short.MAX_VALUE)) 
                .addContainerGap(javax.swing.GroupLayout.DEFAULT_SIZE, Short.MAX_VALUE)) 
        ); 
        pack(); 
    }// </editor-fold>//GEN-END:initComponents 
    private void btnClearActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) {//GEN-FIRST:event_btnClearActionPerformed 
        // TODO add your handling code here: 
        if (!(txtDisplay.getText().equals(""))) { 
            txtDisplay.setText(""); 
        } else { 
            JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "ፊይለ ጠፌቷሌ!", "መረጃ ", 1); 
     } 
    }//GEN-LAST:event_btnClearActionPerformed 
    private void btnSummarizeActionPerformed(java.awt.event.ActionEvent evt) {//GEN-FIRST:event_btnSummarizeActionPerformed 
        // TODO add your handling code here: 
        btnSummarize.disable(); 
        btnClear.enable(false); 
         try{ 

 

For seed opinion word lexicon as bootstrap 
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    try(BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new 
FileReader("C:\\Users\\ABU_ABDELAH\\Desktop\\amharic_opSummary_Datasets\\modifiedAmharicOpninionSummarization\\Opinion 
Summarize\\src\\opinion\\summarize\\posativeKey.txt"))) { 
    StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder(); 
    String line = br.readLine(); 

    while (line != null) { 
        sb.append(line); 
        sb.append(System.lineSeparator()); 
        line = br.readLine(); 
    } 
    String textPosative = sb.toString(); 
   posativeKey = textPosative.split("\n"); //includes '\0' at the end 
  } 
       try(BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new 
FileReader("C:\\Users\\ABU_ABDELAH\\Desktop\\amharic_opSummary_Datasets\\modifiedAmharicOpninionSummarization\\Opinion 
Summarize\\src\\opinion\\summarize\\negativeKey.txt"))) { 
    StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder(); 
    String line = br.readLine(); 
    while (line != null) { 
        sb.append(line); 
        sb.append(System.lineSeparator()); 
        line = br.readLine(); 
    } 
    String textNegative = sb.toString(); 
   negativeKey = textNegative.split("\n"); //includes '\0' at the end 
 } 
         if (!(txtDisplay.getText().equals(""))) {             
            String[] titles = txtDisplay.getText().split("ገጽታ-፡ ");             
            category =new String[titles.length]; 
            pos =new int [titles.length]; 
            neg =new int [titles.length]; 
            for(int t=1;t<titles.length;t++){ //titles 
                negative=0; 
                posative=0;  
                String[] opinion = titles[t].split("\n");                 
                title = opinion[0];//subtitle 
                 category[t]=opinion[0];  
             for (int opn= 1; opn < opinion.length; opn++) {                     
                   keyWords =  opinion[opn].split(" "); 
            for (int i = 0; i < keyWords.length; i++) { 
               for (int j = 0; j < posativeKey.length; j++) { 
                  if((posativeKey[j].contains(keyWords[i]))) { 
                     posative = posative + 1;  
                  }    }        } 
        for (int k = 0; k< keyWords.length; k++) { 
           for (int l = 0; l < negativeKey.length; l++) { 
              if(negativeKey[l].contains(keyWords[k])) { 
                 negative = negative + 1;  
              }   }}}                         

               neg[t]=negative;  
               pos[t]=posative;              
         }  
            DrawBarChart chart = new DrawBarChart("ገጽታ ሊይ የተመሠረተ የአማርኛ አስተያየት ማጠቃሇያ ስርዒት!"); 
            chart.setFont(new java.awt.Font("Power Geez Unicode1", 1, 14));  
            chart.pack(); 
            RefineryUtilities.centerFrameOnScreen(chart); 
            chart.setVisible(true); 
            chart.setAlwaysOnTop(rootPaneCheckingEnabled); 
            chart.setLocationRelativeTo(jPanel2);        
       } else { 
          JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "ፊይሌ አሌተከፇተም \n እባክዎ፣ እንዯገና ይሞክሩ!", "መረጃ ", 1); 
       } 

For summarizing aspect opinion visualizing with graph (use jFree chart) 

public class DrawBarChart extends ApplicationFrame { 

file://Users/ABU_ABDELAH/Desktop/amharic_opSummary_Datasets/modifiedAmharicOpninionSummarization/Opinion%20Summarize/src/opinion/summarize/posativeKey.txt
file://Users/ABU_ABDELAH/Desktop/amharic_opSummary_Datasets/modifiedAmharicOpninionSummarization/Opinion%20Summarize/src/opinion/summarize/posativeKey.txt
file://Users/ABU_ABDELAH/Desktop/amharic_opSummary_Datasets/modifiedAmharicOpninionSummarization/Opinion%20Summarize/src/opinion/summarize/negativeKey.txt
file://Users/ABU_ABDELAH/Desktop/amharic_opSummary_Datasets/modifiedAmharicOpninionSummarization/Opinion%20Summarize/src/opinion/summarize/negativeKey.txt
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    private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L; 
    public static String topic=""; 
    static { 
               ChartFactory.setChartTheme(new StandardChartTheme("JFree/Shadow", 
                true)); 
    } 
    public DrawBarChart(String title) {        
        super(title); 
        CategoryDataset dataset = createDataset(); 
        JFreeChart chart = createChart(dataset); 
        ChartPanel chartPanel = new ChartPanel(chart); 
        chartPanel.setFillZoomRectangle(true); 
        chartPanel.setFont(new java.awt.Font("Nyala", 1, 14));   
        chartPanel.setMouseWheelEnabled(true); 
        chartPanel.setPreferredSize(new Dimension(580, 270)); 
        setContentPane(chartPanel);         
    } 
    private static CategoryDataset createDataset() {  
       DefaultCategoryDataset dataset = new DefaultCategoryDataset();  
         String [] category=OpinoinSummarize.category; 
         int [] pos=OpinoinSummarize.pos; 
         int [] neg=OpinoinSummarize.neg; 
         String pun="";  
         for(int i=1;i<category.length;i++){  
          if(i+2==category.length){ 
              pun = " & "; 
               topic=topic+category[i]+pun; 
          } 
          else if(i+2<category.length){ 
              pun = ", "; 
               topic=topic+category[i]+pun; 
          }  
          else if(i+1==category.length){   
               topic=topic+category[i]; 
          }  
          dataset.addValue(pos[i], category[i], "ፖዖቲቭ");   
          dataset.addValue(neg[i], category[i], "ነገቲቭ");         
         }  
        return dataset; 
    } 
    private static JFreeChart createChart(CategoryDataset dataset) {       
          Font font= new java.awt.Font("Nyala", 1, 14);        
          JFreeChart chart = ChartFactory.createBarChart( 
            "የተሰጡ አስታየት በግራፌ", null /* x-axis label*/,  
                "ብዛት" /* y-axis label */, dataset);          
          chart.addSubtitle(new TextTitle(topic, font)); 
          chart.setBackgroundPaint(Color.white); 
          chart.getTitle().setFont(font);  
          CategoryPlot plot = chart.getCategoryPlot();   
          LegendTitle legend = chart.getLegend();  
          legend.setItemFont(font); 
         ValueAxis axis2 = plot.getRangeAxis(); 
         CategoryAxis axis = plot.getDomainAxis(); 
         axis.setTickLabelFont(font); 
         axis2.setTickLabelFont(font); 
         legend.setItemFont(font);  
        plot.getDomainAxis().setLabelFont(font); 
        plot.getRangeAxis().setLabelFont(font); 
        NumberAxis rangeAxis = (NumberAxis) plot.getRangeAxis(); 
        rangeAxis.setStandardTickUnits(NumberAxis.createIntegerTickUnits()); 
        BarRenderer renderer = (BarRenderer) plot.getRenderer(); 
        renderer.setDrawBarOutline(false); 
        chart.getLegend().setFrame(BlockBorder.NONE); 
        return chart; 
    } 
    public static void main(String args[]) { 
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             try { 
            for (javax.swing.UIManager.LookAndFeelInfo info : javax.swing.UIManager.getInstalledLookAndFeels()) { 
                if ("Nimbus".equals(info.getName())) { 
                    javax.swing.UIManager.setLookAndFeel(info.getClassName()); 
                    break; 
                }            } 
        } catch (ClassNotFoundException ex) { 
            java.util.logging.Logger.getLogger(OpinoinSummarize.class.getName()).log(java.util.logging.Level.SEVERE, null, ex); 
        } catch (InstantiationException ex) { 
            java.util.logging.Logger.getLogger(OpinoinSummarize.class.getName()).log(java.util.logging.Level.SEVERE, null, ex); 
        } catch (IllegalAccessException ex) { 
            java.util.logging.Logger.getLogger(OpinoinSummarize.class.getName()).log(java.util.logging.Level.SEVERE, null, ex); 
        } catch (javax.swing.UnsupportedLookAndFeelException ex) { 
            java.util.logging.Logger.getLogger(OpinoinSummarize.class.getName()).log(java.util.logging.Level.SEVERE, null, ex); 
        } 
          java.awt.EventQueue.invokeLater(new Runnable() { 
            public void run() { 
                new OpinoinSummarize().setVisible(true); 
            }        });    }} 

  
 

D. List of positive and negative seed opinion word lexicons 

Positive aspect opinion word lexicon seeds 

No  Hotel aspects  Amharic positive  opinion words  

1 ምግብ መጠጥ  ውሃው ጥሩ አይዯሇም 

2 አገሌግልት  ስጋቸው አሪፌ ነው፡፡ 

3 መዋኛ ገንዳ ገነዳዉ  በዉነቱ ምርጥ ነዉ 

4 ፅዳት ሰራተኛ   ፅዳት ሰራተኛ ጎበዝ ናቸዉ 

5 መኪና ማቆሚያ መኪና ማቆሚያ ሰፉ በመሆኑ ዯስ በልኛሌ 

 

Negative hotel aspect opinion word lexicon seeds 

No  Hotel aspects  Amharic negative  opinion words  

1 ጥበቃ መጥፍ  ጥበቃ ነዉ ያሊቸዉ ቢያሰቡበት 

2 መኝታ ክፌሌ ጠባብ ነዉ 

3 ሰራተኛ ሀኒ ሊንድ ሆቴሌ የሚሰሩ ፅዳትሰራተኞች  ሰዎችን አያከብሩም 

4 አስተናጋጅ አስተናጋጆቹ በጣም ስሌቹ ናቸዉ 

5 ምግብ የምግብ ዋጋ በጣም ዉድ ነዉ 
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